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The WPA owes a large debt to dozens of people who have supported its
efforts during the past five years. In particular, we'd like to thank Vice
President William lye, Dean Robert Hoover, and Professors Patricia
Gardner, Kenneth Hunsaker, Ken Brewer, Ronald Shook, and Aden
Ross of Utah State University. Dean Elske Smith, College of Humanities
and Sciences, Dorothy Scura, Chair of the Department of English, and
Professors C. Williams Griffin and James Kinney of Virginia Commonwealth University have generously supported the WPA during its residency in Virgina. Ann Friedli, Charlotte Wright, and Lynn Graham-all
excellent typists and proofreaders-spent long hours putting the finishing touches on numerous issues of the journal. Nancy Perry, St. Martin's
Press, has contributed generously her time, energy, and good nature to
the support of the journal, and the Council's summer workshops. To all
of these friends and colleagues, the WPA owes much gratitude.

Joseph F. Trimmer
Maxine Hairston
University of Texas at Austin

Contemporary Composition
Four.h Edition
Maxine Hairston
Also by Hairston

Contemporary Composition
Short Edition
Practical English Handbook
Seventh Edition
Floyd C. Watkins
William B. Dillingham
Both of Emory University
For adoplion consideration, request examination
copies from your regional Houghton ~ifflin orficc.

.{~~ Houghton Mifflin
13400 Midway Rd .• Dallas, TX 75244·516~
1900 S. Batavia Ave.. Geneva. IL 60134
925 E. Meadow Dr., Palo Aha. CA 94303
University Sq., 101 Campus Dr..
Princelon. NJ 08540

This issue ends my five year term as editor of WP A. Beginning with
Volume 12 the journal returns to Utah State University, a long time
friend and supporter of the National Council of Writing Program
Administration. Christine Hult, the new editor, brings a new perspective
and wide range of administrative experience to the journal. Two of her
articles have appeared between our covers (Volumes 8 and 10) and
contributed immensely to the success of each of those issues. Under
Chris's editorship we can expect the quality of the journal to increase as
she voices the Council's professional concerns through her editorials and
shapes the nature of writing program administration through her editorial policies. We are, indeed, fortunate to have Christine Hult as the
new editor of WPA.

I
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I '

I personally wish to thank Ken Bruffee, the founding editor of WPA,
for his wise and practical advice during the first three years of my tenure
as editor. And finally, I thank my dear friend and mentor, Harvey Wiener,
for his encouragement and moral support of the journal. Without Harvey's unbounding optimism and faith in me and the WPA, the journal
would be much less than it is.
Bill Smith
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Some Speculations About the
Future of Writing Programs
Maxine Hairston

Almost two years ago in my CCCC Chair's address at the Minneapolis
convention, I raised a storm of controversy in the profession by suggesting that if writing teachers cannot function as equals and gain professional recognition and respect within the university English departments, they should consider leaving those departments and try to
establish separate composition and rhetoric programs.
Such a suggestion raises the issue of where do writing programs
belong? In English departments as an integral part of a broad program in
which all faculty teach or outside of English departments in a separate
division where composition and rhetoric faculty can focus their energies?
It is easy to forget that this question that has generated so much discussion in the past few years was not even an issue ten years ago. Before that
time most English faculty took it for granted that their department
would teach virtually all the writing courses for their college or university even though they would freely admit those courses were troublesome because they were necessarily labor extensive and consumed a
large amount of energy and resources of a department. They were also
hard to teach. But few faculty contemplated getting rid of them for two
reasons. First, they were the bread and butter courses of most departments, financing small upper division classes. Second, because of practicality and a certain noblesse oblige, even senior faculty felt some responsibility for seeing that students were taught to write. Perhaps not by
them, but by someone in the department. That someone became junior
faculty and graduate students and composition took its place, at the
bottom of the totem pole to be sure, but still an important part of the total
program in English.
The dispute about where such a program should be has arisen only
because a new kind of writing faculty has emerged in the past ten
years: an articulate and energetic group who has put forth a powerful
new view of the nature of writing and brought fresh vigor and insights to
the enterprise of teaching it. Going back to the ancient art of rhetoric for
vitality and scholarly sophistication, these scholars have created a new
discipline and moved in to fill a need they believe has not been filled by too
many English departments. They have made their weight felt throughout the country by challenging the view that expository writing is
WPA, WriH", Progrom AimillisiraHtm, Vol. 11, No.3, Spring, 1988
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essentially a low level skill of transcription and that teaching it is a
service. And they have been successful enough to challenge English
departments and to try to claim a larger role for themselves in those
departments.

Miami University of Ohio fills this description in many ways even
though it also offers the Ph.D. in rhetoric. So does the University of
Hartford and other institutions such as DePauw College, Reed College,
Austin College, Gustavus Adolphus College, and St. Olaf's in Minnesota.
I will grant that I know of some small liberal arts schools where the
predominantly literature faculty says "Let's hire a composition person in
a staff position and give it all to her," but I do not think it happens often.

During this same period, the nature of literary studies in English has
also been changing. As the field flourished in the 1970s and many new
scholars came into the profession, English departments became more and
more specialized, more fragmen ted tha n they were in the 1960s. Pressure
to publish in the profession also increased, even in institutions that until
recently thought of themselves primarily as teaching institutions. As
pressure rose, scholars tended to pick smaller and smaller areas to focus on
and dissect, and literary criticism flourished. Moving farther away from
concern for primary texts and for teaching those texts, literature professors have made literary theory and criticism their chief concern. As this
has happened, naturally the focus of many scholars has shifted almost
entirely to graduate studies, where they work in an atmosphere increasingly rarified and detached from the general student population.

Nevertheless, I think that in the better liberal arts colleges it is possible
for trained writing faculty to work well within the English program, and
by being tactful and patient gradually to shift the direction of a program,
bring in new ideas, and eventually effect a paradigm shift. They can earn
the respect and cooperation of the traditional faculty. It is not easy to do,
but it is worth doing and I think many writing faculty are currently
working toward this goal.

In most cases, however, departments have not given up the required
courses that serve that population because those courses still pay the bills
and furnish teaching jobs for the graduate students who are absolutely
necessary for the critical en terprise to flourish. Such students must exist
in order to justify creating a body of criticism to teach them. Besides, few
literary theorists are so eminent that a university will subsidize them just
to think and write. The public expeets them to do some practical teaching.
Increasingly, however, a new kind of narrow and unabashedly elitist
professoriate has emerged in many departments.
Both these developments have driven a serious dividing wedge into the
fissure that has always existed between the writing programs and the
literature studies in English departments. Historically, this fissure has
been papered over for pragmatic reasons and because the distribution of
power in the departments has been so unequal that raising the issues we
now face did not even occur to anybody. Composition faculty were, for
the most part, not composition scholars so they had neither the self
confidence nor the power to even think about changing the situation.
There are, to be sure, certain kinds of institutions in which English
departments are likely to have strong and well integrated writing programs. One is the liberal arts college that stresses undergraduate education very heavily and has a faculty who have diverse interests and diverse
responsibilities. In many of these departments everyone teaches writing.
There is simply no discussion abou t it. They teach at all levels, they know
their students well, and they see their program as a whole. They understand that if students do not have good teaching in their freshman
10

writing courses they are not going to stick around for upper division
courses. Often everyone is involved in the decisions about textbooks, and
in some schools the faculty meets regularly and plans the writing course.

The second kind of department in which one may well be able to work
out an accommodation is the large, principally urban university that
serves a diverse, non-traditional and generally highly pragmatic student
population. Typical of these kinds of places are Wayne State University,
University of Louisville, University of Illinois at Chicago, University of
Houston, and the University of Cincinnati. Many schools in the CUNY
system in New York are similar.

~

,
I

The faculty of these English departments are very likely to understand
that their existence depends on offering a broad-based and varied curriculum that responds to students' needs and interests. They can offer fine
courses in Shakespeare and Victorian literature, in creative writing, and
they can have a very strong English major, but they must also offer a
good basic writing program. They must teach technical writing, train
English teachers, and perhaps offer a concentration in profeSSional wri ting and editing or something similar. Not only do their students demand
such a diverse program, their mandate from the state legislature often
requires it. These institutions are funded to educate the citizens of the
state, and in the long run that has to be their top priority. Nevertheless
one can find many fine literature scholars at these places who do good
work and make their mark on the national scene.
The same kinds of priorities and constraints often operate in another
kind of institution; that is the branch campuses of state universities and
schools in what might be called "the second tier" of the state university
system. Many different kinds of state schools fill this category: Southwest Texas State University, University of Texas at Arlington,
11
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San Diego State University, Ball State University, and Washington State
University. They may offer Ph.D.s, but research is not the absolute
priority in this kind of school. Again, these institutions often have excellent faculty, some of them distinguished.
Certainly it is true that in these universities the faculty in English
departments can be factious, divisive, fight for territory, and compete for
power and funds within their department. But writing program administrators in places like these have a good chance to make their programs
respected and to consolidate their own positions in the department so
that they can function as equals in the departmental hierarchy. They
flourish by doing their own work well, by bringing in grants and recognition to the department, by providing good training for graduate students,
and by demonstrating to their university administrations that they are
enhancing the reputations of their institutions.
Writing program administrations in these kinds of schools-and there
are scores, perhaps hundreds of them around the country-can be strong
and effective within an English department. They can work well with
literature faculty when they are equals, and they can occasionally even
pursue their interests in literature or other media such as film. Most
important, they can be respected, if not loved, by their colleagues.
I would encourage any WPA in this kind of institution to work towards
this balanced arrangement of power. It is practical, it is economical, and it
can be a congenial solution. One has to be self-confident, committed, and
often one has to fight. But the situation is tenable and potentially productive. These are perhaps the kinds of departments that have the most work
to do to convert other literature faculty or more traditional faculty from
what I call a composition slave attitude over to new approaches.
Bu t what about the writing programs in English departments in the big
universities-University of Michigan, Indiana University, Harvard, New
York University, UCLA, and the University of Texas? How well can
writing programs function in these institutions which are strongly
research-oriented universities, where faculties are highly specialized and
focus primarily on graduate education 7
I am not optimistic about the future of writing programs as part of
English departments in institutions such as these. They have already split
off in Harvard, Michigan, and UCLA, but in a way I do not think is
healthy. In these institutions, there are no graduate programs connected
with the writing programs; consequently, the universities regard them
largely as service programs and they cannot command the respect and
support a good writing program needs. Nor are such programs likely to
generate the research and scholarship that will help them to retain good
faculty and advance the discipline.
12

Theoretically, writing and literature faculty in any university ought to
be able to work out at least a marriage of convenience, but I know few
major research institutions where that is happening. The University of
Maryland and the University of Utah do seem to be moving in that
direction. More and more, however, I believe it is in our best interests,
the best interests of our students, and of the whole population for
writing and rhetoric programs in major research-oriented and basically
elitist universities to think about moving out of English departments.
Those of us who work in such institutions should start planning how we
can set up our own divisions. And we need to plan carefully, for the
hazards are considerable.
let me explain my basis for this radical proposal, although as many
historians in our field have pointed out, it is not written in heaven that
writing programs naturally belong to English departments. They could
just as easily have gone with speech or linguistics d~partments. I.n i~s
simplest form, I suppose my rationale is best expressed In Toby FulwI1~r s
statement that composition people are populists. I think we are. I thmk
we care deeply about teaching large numbers of people a craft that they
must have in order to participate and thrive in our society. We believe in a
broadly literate and informed citizenry, and we think it is our responsi~
bility to find a way to achieve that goal. Who else is going to do it if we do
not?
In contrast, I think specialists in literary studies in major research
universities tend to be elitists. They do not think literacy for the general
public is their concern. They want to focus on educating a comparatively
small group of students and on initiating those students into a narrow
circle that defines literature narrowly, and reads it in a special way. Now I
say "tend to be." Not all of them are, by any means, and we have great
literary scholars whose goals have been to broaden, not narrow, access to
great literature: Wayne Booth, Cleanth Brooks, Robert Scholes, and
Carolyn Heilbrune, to name just a few. How fashionable these scholars
are in the current environment may be a question, of course. But that
does not diminish their stature.
Nevertheless, I believe that English departments in most major
research universities today are dominated by highly specialized, elitist
scholars who do not value the teaching of expository writing and think it
has no place in English studies. Their way of getting rid of it is to redefine
the mission of their departments by saying, "We should refuse to teach
writing. It is the job of the high schools. When students get to college,
they should already know how to write." The fact tha t they do not seems
irrelevant to these academics.
Is it possible for us as professional rhetoricians to change this attitude?
For two reasons I do not think so. First, there is a Mandarin mentality at
13
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literary establishment has declared that, "The first requirement of a
work of art in the 20th century is that it should do nothing." These
scholars want to view poetry only as an ordering force that provides a
"stay against the chaos in a world of confusion." To serve this function,
poetry must remain detached from the world. Thus they maintain that
poetic language is special and inherently different from scientific or
referential language. Ordinary folk cannot understand it and college
professors have to explain it to them. Thus the justification for graduate
studies in English. A text is an object rather than an instrument, it is an
occasion for investigation rather than a force that acts on the world.

work in many academic departments that makes some people relish
growing their intellectual fingernails so long that they cannot do anything useful. The more precious and impractical what they do is, the
more they glory in not doing the necessary, useful work of their society.
The fewer people who can understand or appreciate what they do, the
more they value their product. They do not want to communicate with
ordinary people.
This tendency is not limited to the scholarly world. The aristocrats and
upper classes of Europe and England have felt this way for centuries and,
for the most part, still do. A gentleman does not work. A gentleman
certainly does not do anything that serves someone else. Now this is not a
strong attitude in the American culture, but I think it crops up frequently
in the academic world for interesting reasons. Often the person who is
drawn to our world is the reclusive, unworldly type who does not like to
cope with pragmatic concerns and the demands of practicality. In colleges
and universities, too often, they turn this handicap into a virtue by
glorifying abstract studies and narrow specialization. Such specialization
is necessary of course to advance a discipline, but it does not have to be
pursued at the expense of educating students. A person can do both.

Now if the Tompkins view is accurate, and to me it resonates with
truth, I do not see how expository writing programs can long exist in a
healthy condition within a department whose power structure holds this
value. The very essence of rhetoric and composition is that it is worldy,
pragmatic, can tingen t, and dynamic-changing, always situational,
always adapting. Above all rhetoricians see writing as for something-it
does something, and writing teachers are engaged in the practical, everyday work of teaching large numbers of people a craft they think is going
to be useful for them.
I see some new hope for change in the current situation from the new
interest in reader response criticism. If that approach could become really
influential in English departments, I think it could affect the whole
discipline because there is a strong connection between rhetorical theory
and reader response criticism. But somehow I do not think that change is
going to happen. It is too proletarian. So I am not optimistic about a happy
compromise in certain literature departments between what we in
rhetoric see as our interests and what literary scholars see as theirs.

Nevertheless when faculty of this kind dominate an English department, they look on teaching writing as a service function and thus
relegate the activity and those who do it in to an inferior position forever.
As long as they see writing in that way, they will not change. As Fred
Crewes put it in a recently published talk given in Texas, the division
between composition and literature in many places is not a gap, it is a
wall. And nothing is being done on the other side about breaking it down.
As rhetoricians, we have not made much progress in persuading the
guardians of that wall to see things our way. Perhaps when we have our
own departments and graduate programs, we will.
Recently I was reminded of another belief of the traditional twentieth
century literary scholars that convinces me more than ever that we need
to start planning separation. In her essay "The Reader in History" that
concludes her anthology, Reader Response Criticism, Jane Tompkins points
out the sterile and essentially static nature of most of the major theories
about literary studies that have dominated English departments for the
l~st several decades. Her central point is that through most of history,
Itterature, particularly poetry, has been valued (and feared) for what it
does, for its effects on people, not for what it means. Literature was
valued for its power, and seen as a force acting on the world.
For complex reasons I will not go into here, but which have much to do
with the modern literary critics wanting to remove their discipline from
competition with science and assert its privileged status, the modern
14
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I am not going to deny that a split between literature and composition
means major problems and involves major risks. For political and economic reasons it may be very hard to pull off. Writing courses everywhere bring a lot of money to departments, and they also provide a lot of
graduate students to fill graduate courses. Not only that, it is going to be
difficult to establish a division of writing and rhetoric as a politically
effective and academically respectable unit in a university community.
Anything new is always suspect-American literature had the same
problems not less that twenty-five years ago.
But I think it can be done and it must be done for the future of the
profession. Robert Scholes of Brown University, a recent convert to this
view, outlined an intelligent, scholarly and respectable plan for doing this
in a speech he gave at the 1985 MLAcalled "The Case of Divorce." In it he
called for a broad redefinition of literature and a new kind of department
that took communication as its province. He also called for a strong
graduate program within such departments.
IS
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For me the key point is that we must keep our graduate programs in the
division of writing and rhetoric. This is absolutely essential. A great deal
of the vigor in composition and rhetoric is coming from our graduate
students. They are energizing the profession by investigating new areas
for their dissertations, initiating much of the research that is being done,
and giving many of the papers and publishing many of the articles that
are advancing the profession. Look at the number of them on the next
ccce program if you want confirmation. And they have the special
advantage of doing their teaching in the subject they are studying so that
each one reinforces the other. Literature students do not have that
advantage.

II
I

Without our graduate programs, rhetoric as a discipine will decline,
and composition as a discipline will virtually disappear. I am convinced
that it is almost impossible to have a vigorous composition program that
is both based on scholarship and contributes to scholarship if that program is shunted off from the mainstream of the academic enterprise and
becomes a kind of lower division community college to "serve" the rest of
the university. It will not serve the university very long or very well. And
it will be suicide for the people who try to run it-they will get neither the
respect nor the attention of the rest of their academic colleagues.
So separation can be a trap and we must be sure we do not allow
ourselves to be cut off from the scholarly enterprise. We have to build
programs that incorporate research, publication, teaching, and interaction with the rest of the university community, and bring recognition
and respect nationally to our own institutions. It is risky to challenge the
status quo, but in some institutions I think we must if we are going to
become established professionals with high standards and high selfesteem. Both aTe necessary for ourselves and for our students, and they
are necessary fOT the larger community who need what we have to offer
them.
Writing program administrators themselves must be more than
administrators. They have to be scholars, publishers, researchers who
bring in recogni tion and respect to their discipline and to their institutions. They must also be leaders, politicians, and risk takers, bold and
enterprising in working to change. The future is uncertain, but it is also
promising. I believe that if we act with confidence and determination we
have an unprecedented opportunity to strengthen the teaching of.writing in our universities and colleges.
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ESl Concerns for Writing Program
Administrators: Problems and Policies
Alice M. Roy
Demographers predict for the coming decade an increase in nonnative
populations in those areas where there is already a concentration of new
immigrants and permanent residents and the possible influx of such
populations to other areas as well. Further, there are approximately
400,000 traditional foreign students in U.S. colleges and universities, and
this number is not expected to diminish (Zikopoulos, Open Doors). All
types of post-secondary institutions-whether state or private, large or
small, first-tier or second-tier or community college-will need to
respond to this challenge.
However, two recent publications on writing programs, Connolly and
Vilardi's New Mefhods in College Writing Programs and Hartzog's Composition
and the Academy, give little attention to second-language writers, although
they make important contributions to our knowledge in many areas of
writing program administration. Together, the two books cover a total of
64 schools. In Connolly and Vilardi, only 4 schools mention English as a
Second Language (ESL) in their program descriptions, and very briefly.
In Hartzog, where more focused information is gathered, ESL appears in
two tables. One shows that 18 of the 41 schools examined have some kind
of ESL course or treatment. The other shows that, among the various
categories and units that a writing program serves (freshmen, sophomores, upper division, honors students, EOr students, the university as
a whole, other departments, and so on), writing program administrators
rated the success of their service to second language writers "Poor" and,
in fact, the lowest of all (Composition 33,56),
In administering a writing program that accommodates both first- and
second-language speakers, WPAs must consider several questions. The
answers to these questions affect the kind and quality of writing instruction available for second language writers, and, by extension, the quality
of education of future citizens. There are many questions; bu t then, the
impact is not small.
Among the most salient questions are those concerned with whether
or not nonnative writers are viewed and treated as part of a unified
writing program, one that is theoretically motivated and research-based.
Are second-language students taught writing with native EnglishWPA, WriHtrg Progrrzm A.11",i"uhYzHIm, Vol. 11, No.3, Spring, 19BB
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speaking students or separately? How should they be taught? If separately, are there whole separate courses, or separate sections of the same
course? And, if separately, who controls (or influences) content and
method in the ESL sections or courses? Who supervises the teaching
staff? What are the criteria for hiring instructors for those sections or
courses? Are those criteria the same or different from those for staffing
native-speaker courses?
Methods and theoretical assumptions behind testing also interact with
treatment of n~n~ative speakers of English as a separate entity or as one
pa~t.of a plurahshc whole. How is competence determined for freshman
wrltmg? For upper division or graduation writing proficiency? How are
second-language writers evaluated?
. In attending to the issues raised by these questions, we have to consIder types of ~SL students, theories which underlie programs and
courses along WIth faculty assumptions about language acquisition and
the development of literacy, program structures and goals, types of
teachers, and problems of assessment.

Types of Students
Writing programs may have to serve three main types of secondstudents, recent immigrants, and
~.llmgual.students. Traditional foreign students-now generally called
In terna tlonal s tudents"-are those who come to the U.S. for the express
purpose of col~ege s~udy and whose intention, at least nominally, is to
return to theIr na~lve country. They are sometimes sent by their
government.to acqUIre some professional education needed by the countr~: Otherwise, they are sent by families who are well-to-do. A certain
~lttlS~ accrues t.~ the teaching of these students, in comparison with
ImmIgrants or blhngual speakers: while differing linguistically and culturally from "us," th~y. share a class membership which upwardly mobile
students .are only strlvmg to enter and which many faculty members feel
at ea~e With. They are usually well-educated in their native culture. Their
English. languag~ training has been mainly grammar-based, and they
often display a high degree of anxiety for correctness.
l~~guage students-traditional foreign

The~e is predictably a greater range of education and attitude toward
educahon among recent immigrants or permanent residents. These students may have a strong cultural tradition for the value of education or
they may noti they may have been educated in the home language or they
may no~ be hterat~ in their first language (see Heath, "Sociocultural").
Dependmg on their age of arrival and length of time in the U.S., such
students may have good oral. communicative skills which may not be
balanced by comparable competence in English literacy.

Bilingual speakers are often considered, and treated, separately from
either of the other two groups of nonnative speakers. They are sometimes the same population as "Basic Writers," since because of areas of
residence and linguistic power relationships in those areas, bilingual
students may very possibly speak a nonstandard dialect. Another group
of bilingual students, however, are those born and raised in other countries but educated in standard English.
Despite differences in linguistic origin, type of education, and degree of
competence in English, for all these types of speakers of English, the
experience, or lack of it, in using literacy to negotiate education may
be-in large-quite similar to each other's, and similar to that of many
native English-speaking students. This similarity lies in a reification of
text as opposed to what Bartholomae and Petrosky describe as a relationship with texts in which a reader makes meaning rather than finds it
(Facts, 11-17). That is, while international students and traditionally educated native English-speaking students may have learned that they can
memorize, and basic reading and writing students may have learned that
they can'J memorize, both groups are likely to approach reading and
writing with the assumption of the text as a given and the reader's job, to
receive it.

Theories
Programmatic and staffing decisions rest on theories about the development of literacy and language acquisition, whether these theories are
articulated or not. Currently, theories of second-language acquisition
and composition, or more generally, of literacy development, are reassuringly and satisfyingly similar, as indeed they should be since both entail
the development of the individual in society through language, and the
concomitant development of language through social interaction.
People who studied foreign languages in school are likely to have
studied in one of two ways-grammar-Iranslalion, with an emphasis on
grammar and on reading as decoding, or awdio-lingual, with an emphasis on
speaking correctly, phonologically and grammatically, that is, sounding
like a native speaker. Both approaches had a grammar-based syllabus.
Both were error-centered and both rested on practice as a means of
eliminating error. The audio-lingual approach had the added goal of protecting against error, with memorized dialogues, substitution drills, and
pattern practices. In the past two decades, a major change has occurred.
Research has focused on the learner and the process of acquiring language, both first and second. While scholars in the field of language
acquisition differ on the explanatory validity of concepts such as
Krashen's "learning vs acquisition," no one doubts that rate practice is
19
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not enough-mere rote drill does not a speaker make (Gregg, "Input";
Harste, Language, Ch. 5). Error is seen as a sign of growth and communication is seen as highly context-dependent, growing out of a speaker's
needs and purposes and shaped according to the speaker's understanding
of the hearer, or audience, The goal of language instruction is not to try
to correct all errors nor to try to drill to perfection, but to enable the
learner to develop strategies whereby she can continue to learn rather
than fostering dependence upon a controlling teacher.
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Stephen North has suggested in The Making of Knowledge in Composition
that in the field of composition we perhaps cannot validly speak of
paradigm shifts to characterize changes in our sense of how writing
develops and how it may best, or well, be taught. Nevertheless, we can, I
think, speak with some certain ty abou t a communal sense of the developmental nature of literacy, and of the interdependence of purpose,
audience, and context. We do not encourage correcting all the errors,
focusing on grammar out of context, or writing to rigid structural modes
or models; we think of writing as a way of learning, of making meaning,
and of participating in a community. Thus there is a core of similarity in
theory and in instructional models in the two fields.

Types of Teachers
If teaching writing is hard work, then certainly teaching writing to
nonnative speakers is hard, and that difficulty brings with it perplexity:
how to help? There is a tendency among administrators and English
Department faculties to look for linguists and ESL specialists to "deal
with" second language writers. However, this reliance may be based on a
misapprehension about the knowledge and training which many such
profeSSionals receive and therefore about their relationship to literacy
research and to the generation of texts.
Linguists, while they are likely to understand language systems in
general and English in particular, may be specialists in paleolinguistics or
abstract syntax, for example, and may have not training in language
acquisition or sociolinguistics at all, let alone in rhetoric and writing. An
understanding of the recursive generativity of grammar does not automatically transfer to the recursive nature of writing processes. ESL
specialists, on the other hand, are trained mainly in oral communication.
Reading-training, while it has gone beyond mere decoding, is quite
structure-oriented, and there is as yet not much training in teaching
writing, unless the graduate program is linked with a graduate composition-teaching program, including course work in rhetoric and composition and supervision of T As in composition-teaching. There are a few
such graduate programs, but they are rare. The advantages that ESL
20
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specialists usually do have is an appreciation for cultural diversity and an
understanding of, and therefore comfort with, the processes and stages
of language acquisition. They may also be knowledgeable in contrastive
rhetoric and thus may be better able to identify and understand rhetorical diversity as well. 1 However, people from the disciplines of linguistics
and TESL (Teaching English as a Second Language), when coming in to
the teaching of composition in college, may just as likely fall back to a
modes-centered, grammar-based approach as those who come straight
out of literature studies, unless there is either a self-conscious commitment to individual professional development or intervention at a programmatic level, with in-service workshops and articulated statements
of theory and approach.
Research is pointing more and more forcefully to the similarities
between the processes of first and second language acquisition and similarities between the processes of language acquisition and the development of literacy. Yet even when practitioners in each field are current
with the theoretical and research agendas in their field, it is often the case
that when each group of teachers is confronted with the other group of
students, such knowledge goes out the window. Instructors of composition who teach process and audience awareness to native speakers of
English, when they find themselves in classrooms with second-language
speakers, may tend to look for workbooks with drills on articles an~ fill-in
models for the five-paragraph essay. Similarly, instructors of Enghsh as a
second language who normally focus on communicative competence
based on assessment of situation, audience and goal, when they find
themselves teaching writing, may tend to look for ways to guide and
control the writing of second-language speakers so as to minimize or
protect against the production of error.
Specialists, then, in linguistics, or language acquisition, or ~ther fiel~s
such as reading, for example, may indeed be able to contTlbute their
special knowledge to a writing program serving second language writers,
but the current strong claim that writing teachers need to know writing
from the inside out is as important for teachers of second language
students as it is for teachers of native speakers.

Types of Programs and Types of Courses
By types of programs I mean the distribution of population, that is,
whether native and nonnative speakers of English are in composition
classes together or whether separate programs are mounted to address
each population. Separate programs may be established either because
the actual need, of those populations are perceived to be different, or
because the means to satisfying college literacy goals are seen as different
21
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for native and nonnative speakers. If the programs and populations are
separate, the native-speaker program is usually larger than the nonnative-speaker program. However, in some urban areas where there is
now a "majority-minority" population, the nonnative may outnumber
the native speaker population. In some cases, the WPA is responsible for
both native-speaker and nonnative-speaker programs (Appendix, Figure
laJ. with perhaps a coordinator organizing and supervising the nonnative speaker side; sometimes, however, the two are quite separate
administratively (Appendix, Figure lb). Some programs do not separate
native and nonnative English speaking populations (Appendix, Figure
2a), or do so only at a pre-freshman composition, "developmental" level
{Appendix, Figure 2b).z

I'

To my mind, there are distinct advantages in placing native and nonnative speakers in writing classes together, at their appropriate linguistic
and rhetorical levels (however that is to be determined, but most places
do some placing of students). First, nonnative speakers have access to
language development that they do not get in lecture classes. This is
particularly important if there is a large immigrant population in the
nonnative speaker group because these students generally, and quite
naturally, spend time with friends who speak their native language, and
use their native language at home with family members, particularly the
older generation. J This arrangement provides important access for traditional foreign students, too, because we know that language develops
best when it is being used to accomplish other aims than overt language
improvement (Brumfit and Johnson, Communicative Approach).
There are, as well, important advantages for the native speakers. For
many, whose lives, whether inner city, small town, or suburban, can be
fairly parochial, this is an opportunity to learn to accommodate and
appreciate cultural diversity. Not only will their education be enhanced as
they learn more about the world, but it is to our advantage as well that
new generations have greater comprehension of the world and their role
in it. The current English Only movement around the country reflects
the cultural anxieties that arise with demographic shifts and suggests the
importance of this task (Roy, "English"), The goal, of course, is not one of
blending and homogenizing, but of providing a context for building
equitable exchange and respect.

II
I

A disadvantage of separating native and nonnative speakers, besides
that of fostering notions of "us" and "them," is that ESL-track courses
often do not give nonnative speakers the same kind of composition
experience that native speakers receive. Textbooks used are one indication of this disparity. For example, in a specific program where native and
nonnative speakers are taught separately, the textbooks used recently
were, for the native speakers: Scholes and Comley, The Prac/ice of Writing;
22
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Burke, Twenty Questions; Maimon, et al, Wriling in the Arts and Sciences;
Mailand, College Thinking; and Adelstein and Pival, The Writing Commitment.
For the nonnative speakers: Ross and Doty, Writing English: A Compositi(m
Text in English as a Foreign Lmguage. This is not to say that all the texts used
for the native speakers are good or that the text used for the nonnative
speakers is not good. Rather at issue is the difference in range of experience. This difference reflects, I believe, a tendency toward a reductionist
view of what "they" need. As Ann Raimes points out in a recent issue of
The Writing Instrudor devoted entirely to ESL composition, the dominant
approach in ESL composition textbooks is deductive, product-centered,
and based on a very limited concept of "English for Academic Purposes"
("Teaching ESL Writing," 161).
Although the issue remains arguable-for one thing, it is hard to find
instructors who are knowledgeable in both writing and language, and
therefore some investment for in-service training is necessary-I advocate keeping students of various backgrounds together. For me, separate
is never equal. If a program already separates, so that the decision is
already made and institutionalized, or if a writing program administrator's own theoretical and practical decision is to run separate courses, I
urge the pairing of sections, so that instructors can work together to set
up mixed-group discussions of reading and shared writing activities. In
some institutions, the English Language Institute or a similar Est body
handles the composition teaching for matriculated international students. Where this is the case, writing program administrators need to
work together with directors of ESL programs on staffing, training of
instructors, and curriculum.

Testing, Evaluation, Assessment
Two issues seem to underlie arguments about assessment of second
language writers, especially perhaps at the level of graduation proficiency testing. One is gatekeeping. That is, faculty, administration, and
alumni may feel that graduates are representatives of the college and that
the university is responsible for certifying students linguistically as well
as academically. Two principles to remember are: nobody btcomts a native
speaker; but, in the case of new immigrants, their children will be. Thus,
faculty and administrations can be reassured that if nonnative students
can understand and be understood, both in writing and in speaking, not
with correctness or like a native speaker, but in a manner that allows
them to live and work in the discourse community their academic education prepares them for, then appropriate standards have been met. If, on
the other hand, those features do not hold, then students need what
writing across the curriculum and other language development activities
can provide.4
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education offices, and they are generally quite expensive. Affluent international students are able to attend such institutes to gain linguistic
certification for entrance to the university, hut new immigrants and
refugees are unlikely to be able to afford it. Many universities, by virtue
of this structure, are missing out on a great deal of knowledge and
experience, not to mention curriculum, since the courses are in place.
English departments or writing programs would thus not have to moun t
language development and acculturation courses; but if they do, they
must be very clear that these do not replace whatever a writing program,
as part of the academic community, establishes as the educa tion it values
in freshman or other levels of composition.

The second issue is, at the freshman level, preparation for writing in
ot~e.r courses and, at the graduation level, preparation for jobs. When
wntIng-across-the-curriculum programs begin, WPAs often find that
faculty assume they must mark all writing for correctness, and this is one
~f the ~easons they feel they don't have time to incorporate more writing
In ~~elr classes .and certainly not with nonnative speakers. Similarly,
WrIting profeSSIOnals consulting in business and industry are finding
that, although management may perceive their workers' writing problems as those of grammar and punctuation, the problems more often lie
with lack of audienc.e awareness and inadequate rhetorical development.5
We have perhaps a Job of public education as important as the one we do
on our home campus.

,I

~esting, as Barbara Weaver points out in her review essay on three
major recent books on assessment, can have serious effects on students'
academic and pro£essionallives ("Writing Assessment," 39). Those who
control the test wield an enormous amount of power. Testing is therefore the wrong arena for the academic community to work through these
assumpti~nsab~ut the role of writing in education and the relationship
of educatIon to Jobs and careers. That is, we need to make certain that
te~ti,ng serves the aims of a program rather than, as so often happens,
dTlvlng th.e program from t~e end. So long as we must live with competence testIng at aiL such testIng must take into account second-language
usage. Readers have to learn to read past low-level diversions from
native-speaker competence and to develop a sense of what constitutes
" too much" distraction in relation to the amount of content generated
and the quality of discussion or argument. 6

. O~e reason for universities' admitting students whose English acquisitIon IS not at a level to enable them to negotiate their college education
readil~ is a liberal one-~akingeducation available to the citizenry, of the
world In the ~ase of foreIgn students who will return to their country, or
of the U.S., In the case of naturalized citizens, permanent residents, or
second-language speakers at other points along the continuum of language acquisition. However, universities do not run on altruism: students pay ,to at.tend, and in some cases bring prestige, for example, as
graduates In SCIences and engineering. It is at least unfair and at worst
exploitive, to admit students who can get through cours~work on the
basis of multiple choice tests and lab reports but who will not be able to
pas.s uni~~rsity-established writing proficiency exams for graduation.
UnIversItIes must therefore make support systems available, for
example, to enable students to attend English language institutes,
present on many campuses, for language development when needed.
!hese instit~tes.are for the most part staffed with specialists in developIng com~unIcatIve competence. However, they are usually independent
of the mternal university structure, most are run by continuing
24
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The necessary components in a writing program that serves second
language writers must be: a program and courses that provide and use
social context for writing and language development, teachers who know
about both writing and language, and assessment that takes into account
principles of language acquisition and literacy development. We need to
ensure that second language writers, whether international students or
new immigrants, have the full benefit of theory and research in both
language acquisition and composition.
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Notes
IMost published work on contrastive rhetorics starts with references to
Kaplan (1966), but I am reluctant to refer to this work without a disclaimer, or at
least a caveat That cultural differences exist with regard to valued styles, registers, and organizational patterns for certain types of writing seems undeniable.
However, the basis for much contrastive rhetoric study seems to be the assumption that English is entirely a linear style, and further, that English in some sense
"owns" linear style. That is, lacking in contrastive rhetoric studies is an understanding that English, along with other linguistic cultures, are multivariate: they
have a variety of styles available, accessible to writers according to the rhetorical
contexts in which they write. Also in Kaplan's early contrastive rhetoric study are
attitudes that might have been common at the time but should certainly make us
uncomfortable now, such as "the English class must not aim too high" (20). The
important thing for teachers of writing to multicultural and multilinguistic
groups is that there are differences. This seems to me more important than
knowing precisely what the differences are.
lA word of explanation about the parentheses around "developmental" in 4 and
5 in the Appendix. They are there to reflect what I sense is current discomfort in

the field of composition with the available labels for this level of writing instruction. I myself never use "remedial." I am reluctant to use "Basic Writing" only
because of the linkage for many people with "basic skills," and indeed, the
common treatment of it as basic skills-that is, the writing of individual paragraphs, starting with topic sentences, grammar review, reading for topic sentences in short materials, comprehension questions, and 50 on. When I use "Basic
Writing," I mean the generation of essay-length text, embedded in a social
25
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context, with grammar integrated to the writing as editing, governed by students' needs, with reading for ideation and interaction-the current best example
being Bartholomae and Petrosky's Faels, Artifacts, and Counler/ads. The term
"developmental" itself is problematic because of its connection with "maturational" as a psychologically and physiologically determined sequence.
The stereotypes of theory, content, and method attached to these labels are
important because they contribute to the TESL community's strong insistence
that their students are not "remedial" (as of course they aren't), and therefore do
not need "basic writing," which I believe is arguable, given the definition of Basic
Writing above. The other loophole in "developmental" is that, after alL all writing
courses, and perhaps all education, is developmental, so it's odd to single out one
level for the name. In any case, I assume the architectural slot I'm talking about is
recognizable, and the point here is that some programs keep native and nonnative
students together at all levels, while some separate at pre-freshman composition
levels and bring together for freshman composition.

Appendix

Current ESL Administrative Models
WPA

(la)

/\

Native
Jln a study of success and failure of 150 nonnative speakers of English in Basic
Writing at California State University, Los Angeles, the single most powerful
variable was the amount of English spoken outside of class (Mana, Sandra and
Roy, "Variables Affecting Success of ESL Students in Basic Writing Classes,"
unpublished).

(lb)

Nonnative

WPA

ESL Dir.

Native

Nonnative

Figure 1. Relationship of WPA to wri ting instruction for na t ive and nonnative speakers.

4Peter Elbow, describing the reduction of required composition courses and the
proliferation of graduation writing proficiency exams, asks "Might [it) be true
generally? That we get more evaluation of writing as we get less instruction?"
(Connolly and Vilardi, New Me/hods).
51n my own experience consulting for public utilities on improving writing
skills of line workers, secretarial staff, and engineers, whose written products
comprise everything from field repair reports to project proposals, I find supervisors editing and correcting employees' written work in ways that alienate
workers and inhibit whatever on-the-job development might naturally occur.
These supervisors' response to second language and what we might call basic
writing levels of prose recalls Greenbaum and Taylor's research on teachers'
correction strategies, showing that instructors often "correct" things that are not
wrong, often give the wrong labels, or make incorrect changes for things that are
wrong. This carry-over of what may have been learned from earlier experiences
in English classes about how to respond to the writing of people who are in an
inferior position, who are somehow "not like us," has long-term ramifications.

Freshman

Freshman

Composition

Composition

Native & Nonnative

Native & Nonnative

Native & Nonnative
(Developmen tal)

Native

I

Nonnative

(Developrnen tal)

~For reasons of length, I leave untouched the issue of students for whom
standard English is a second dialect. However, many of the same conditions apply.
See Bizzell, "Arguing About Literacy."

Figure 2. Programs in which native and nonnative English speakers
receive writing instruction together.
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Dancing on the Interface: Leadership
and the Politics of Collaboration
Wanda Martin
Although writing teachers and program administrators share the goals
of helping students improve their writing, develop s trategies for inquiry,
and learn to navigate in academic life, their agendas are far from identical.
Where the role of teacher demands a pragmatic stance focused on getting
the present group of students where they need to be during the present
term, the role of administra tor mandates a longer perspective, a focus on
helping numbers of teachers and students approach their goals with
increasing effectiveness over a number of terms. Administrators who
intend to lead dynamic programs in which new ideas are investigated,
challenged, implemented, and changed need to recognize that central
difference and find ways to exploit it rather than resist it.
Teachers live in a world of daily classroom demands. They tend to see
their work in terms of getting it done effectively and to be unimpressed
with theory unless it can be shown to improve practice. They sometimes
view themselves as caught, the only ones who truly understand the
complexity of their task: hemmed in on the right by the simplistic beliefs
of students who wish to be taught only what they need to know to
become certified and thus inevitably affluent, of parents and university
administrators, colleagues in other disciplines and neighbors down the
street who all know that writing well is simply a matter of getting the
point across and the punctua tion right. And on the left, the airy claims of
theorists who are, or often seem to be, out of touch with reality or
operating in a privileged context which the teacher cannot hope to share.
People in such a situation are justly cautious about theory, whose effect
as often as not is to complicate their lives and inject new jargon while
providing little if any help with the daily struggle.
A teacher of writing myself, I share those concerns. L too, want to
work in a program which frees my time and energy for the activities I
believe will help my students perform well. But looking back over my
growth as a teacher, I judge that my ideas, buffeted by the winds of
theory, are much more cogent now, better focused on the realities of
practice, than they were when I began. A major factor in that process of
change has been a series of program directors dancing, more or less
nimbly, along the interface of theory and practice, meeting the teachers
on the ground of their own concerns but inescapably leading the program
WPA, Writing 1'nIgnlm AJlmin;ftnltion, Vol. 11, No.3, Spring, 1988
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toward a future whose shape they could only partially foresee. My own
tenure as program director provides a case through which to explore the
role of administrator as catalyst of continuing change in a context where
the professional development of staff is as important as the instruction of
students.
Early in 1987 the basic writing program at the University of Louisville
set out to develop a portfolio evaluation procedure to replace an exit
examination. As director, I proposed the change, but it could not actually
have been accomplished if the staff had not agreed that it was an idea
whose time had come. Teachers that we are, we saw this as a pragmatic
move, one that would solve some problems for us. Since the program's
beginnings in 1976, we have through strenuous application evolved from
a "Writing Clinic," a place where students ill-prepared for freshman
composition were given supplementary tutoring, into a basic writing
program that succeeds fairly well in preparing such students before they
go into those courses. Of the 416 students enrolled in English 099, Basic
Writing, in the fall of 1985, 236 had passed English 101, the first half of
the college-level composition sequence, by the end of fa111986 and 117
had passed 102. Eighty of the original 416 were still enrolled in either 101
or 102 in spring 1987 (Hudson). We have accomplished our success by
turning our faces resolutely away from atomistic, "drill for skill"
approaches and toward whole discourse, pressing our students both to
read and to write texts of increasing length and complexity, and asking
ourselves every day what the students need to be able to do and how we
can best help them learn to do it.
The composition and organization of our staff have made this evolutionary process possible. When the program began, people were hired to
tutor at an hourly rate for no more than twenty hours per week. This
arrangement attracted a few graduate students, a few part-time instructors already involved with freshman composition, and a few escaped
housewives. Our collective opinion in the early years was that we were
inventing basic writing, as indeed we were. No one in the "real" university knew how to help the unskilled writers being admitted to the freshman class. This perception (myth, you might call it), that our basement
band of hourly workers was charged with some of the university's most
difficult and necessary work, shaped our poHty. Mostly women, educated
but not specialists, we learned to share what we knew and what we didn't
know, fusing our directors' theoretical knowledge with our daily experience in a growing body of collective understanding about our students
and our work.
Over the years, personnel and the program itself changed. Graduate
students finished their degrees and moved on. Part-timers found other
positions or other lines of work, and escaped housewives took up
30

graduate study. New part-timers, always plentiful in an urban laabor
market oversupplied with degreed women, brought new ideas. The program was changed as well by pressures from without. The graduate
program's growing interest in "the Clinic" as a unique teaching experience brought us more graduate students wanting to apply their theory
and research their questions. When budget cuts coincided with growth in
student population, classes replaced tutoring groups, and our budding
theorists helped us learn new ways to teach. As the 80s wore on, the
enthusiasm of the open admissions era gave way to sober talk about
accountability, and many of us came to regard ourselves as fit to claim
professional knowledge and move into larger arenas. 1 But the underlying
myth persisted; the basic writing staff still conceives itself as a collective,
a "we" of able individuals pursuing common goals.
Several factors made portfolio evaluation seem like a reasonable next
step in the development process. The institutional politics that always
surround open admissions and "remedial/developmental" instruction
had framed the program in a test-in, test-out mode very early in its life,
and the exit examination, an in-class essay written during finals week,
had come to be seen by some faculty and administrators as a form of
certification, a kind of guarantee that we were minding the gate, not
letting just anyone run loose in the college-level programs. But from our
point of view, basic writing was simply one of several offerings in the
freshman composition sequence. It seemed contradictory to spend the
term teaching our students to invent and revise, to read aloud and
collaborate with their peers, to seek help when they had trouble and to
take the time to let an essay ferment and grow, and then to make an
impromptu, individual, un revised, in-class essay the final test of their
proficiency .If we found that troubling, our students found it outrageous.
The contradiction was apparent to them, and they saw that the exit exam
devalued their entire semester's work.
Not only did the in-class essay, which we performed at midterm as well
as finals so everyone could see how everyone was doing, test the wrong
skills in our students, but it took too much of our time and energy and
bent it in the wrong direction. We spent far too much time devising
assignments for midterm and final: topics everyone could have a decent
shot at, instructions everyone could interpret, preparation everyone
could manage, enough security that no one should feel cheated. We
valued our tradition of reading midterms and finals together, holistically,
so that each instructor had the benefit of two other readers' evaluations
of her students' work. But to read 485 impromptu or lightly revised
essays on a single topic in a single afternoon was not a pleasing prospect
even to the most fervent collectivists among us.
My superiors agreed to our replacing the exit exam with a portfolio if
we could be sure that it would provide as effective a gate as the exam
31
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seemed to have been. Certainly, gatekeeping was a concern we shared.
The difference was one of emphasis: they sought to protect the integrity
of programs by excluding the ill-prepared. We wished to protect our
carefully nurtured students from premature assignment to courses
beyond their proficiency. Thinking it over, we saw that we already had in
place most of the elements a good program of portfolio evaluation would
require. We had always maintained folders of !>tudents' work throughout
the semester, to which we sometimes referred when the exit exam's
result was too ambiguous. Although there were individual differences in
how things got done in the classrooms, the program's unifying philosophy assured that all the students were producing, ultimately, the same
general kinds of work-whole discourses in which the writer sought to
make some sense of experience and information through writing. And
we were accustomed to gathering as a staff to discuss and negotiate
questions of quality in the finished products.
The decision to switch was made, then, mainly on pedagogic and
pragmatic grounds. We thought it would send more useful messages to
our students to evaluate several pieces of their truly finished work on
topics of their own choosing. We believed we could spend our energy and
time more productively deciding how to evaluate these diverse works
than on devising a uniform topic twice each semester and evaluating
rough drafts of responses. And we were satisfied that portfolios would
offer us more accurate views of how well the students could write and
how well they could be expected to perform in other composition
courses.
From my perspective, however, the decision was not altogether pragmatic. I saw it partly as an opportunity to extend the cooperative style of
operation which had become the trademark of the staff. Believing that
our collaboration as a staff, the constant tension between personal
responsibility and responsibility to the group, was the key to our program's growth in sophistication, J thought to use portfolio evaluation, as
Belanoff and Elbow suggested in their 1986 WPA article, to enhance the
sense of collaboration and community among teachers and to extend the
developing use of collaboration among students.
Given that well-developed cooperative style, my task as director was to
stage the implementation, to establish procedures and enable the necessary negotiations about criteria of judgment. J began by shaping our
semester's staff meetings to move us, just ahead of the students, from
concept to realization.
In early January we discussed our purposes and tried to develop an
overview of the process of changing, estimating what new demands the
project would place on us. We wrote a new statement on grading for the
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students which informed them of the change to portfolios and explained
the evaluation procedure in general terms:

\

\

, :l

Instead of writing a final exam, at the end of the semester you will turn in
a folder containing three pieces of revised writing which you and your
instructor agree represent your best work. Two instructors other than
your own will read this work and decide whether it passes. If they do not
agree, a third reader will decide. If the readers give your folder a passing
mark, your instructor will give you a final grade of A, B, or C based on her
or his evaluation of your whole semester's work. If your folder receives a
failing mark, you will receive a grade of F for the course, regardless of the
rest of your grades.
In English 098, "pass" means the readers believe the writer is proficient
enough to begin work in English 099.
.
In English 099, "pass" means the readers believe the writer is profiCIent
enough to begin work in English 101.
.
There will be a preliminary evaluation in March. Readers WIll evaluate
one piece of your work al that time, SOyOll can see what weare looking fo.r.
March evaluations are purely for your information and will not count In
your final grade.
As we composed, we saw that our major tasks would be to define
acceptable pieces of writing for submission, and to define "passing" i~ the
absence of a single assignment to which all writers were respondIng. [
proposed three categories of essays I thought would specify an appropriate range for our basic writing students:
a) a personal essay that makes a point,
b) an essay drawing on an outside source of experience-other people,
systematic observation, response to a written text-which reflects
on the source and makes a point,
e) a piece of writing done entirely in the classroom.
We agreed that those categories described the general area and tha~ we
could safely leave their specifications open for awhile. Finally, I organized
working groups of three or four members and asked them to make
arrangements to meet periodically throughout the semester. [ suggested
that the specification of categories would be a good topic for the groups to
consider at an early meeting.
In February, we examined a small group of sample essays provided by
instructors. I selected for this meeting five essays which J thought would
raise interesting questions about writing quality and asked each instructor to bring one additional essay from his or her class. My preparatory
notes for that meeting say, "We need to take an analytic approach to the
idea of ,passing' where the final products will be diverse. Too early today
to speak in terms of pass/fail. Try to evaluate these samples in terms of
better/worse and articulate reasoning." Borrowing some workshop
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techniques from Peter Elbow, I first asked the whole staff to respond to
each of the samples in several ways:

It was good for us, however frustrating, to have to rank apples and
oranges together. It brought up questions, particularly of the relative
worth of narrative. Some of us were inclined to be prejudiced towards
tobacco stripping [one of the sample essays] just because it was a story,
though we ultimately concluded that it uses that mode to skillfully make a
powerful point. However, as BW instructors, we're a hit narrative-shy;
we'd like to see what else she can do.
This brings us to risk-taking. We liked risk-taking, either in mode or
subject matter chosen. Of course, the risk-taking had to turn out reasonably well. No one was excited about giving C-l [another sample, about the
writer's "First Date"] a fairly high ranking. Such a piece, however well
executed, is utterly incapable of tickling the mind. Mentally, humanly,
there is no "deep structure." Perhaps we go into these papers with a kind of
hunger; we want something that Can touch us, satisfy us.

1) Read and record, using simple marks such as X to indicate positive

and negative moments in your reading.
2) Describe this essay as "objectively" as you can, going paragraph by
paragraph, or chunk by chunk. Eschew evaluative terms. What does
the writer do? Then what?
3) What do you like most about this essay?
4) What do you like least?

We talked our way through a few responses this way, trying to encourage "readerly" responses and hold off the "teacherly" impulse to judge
right away, and then I asked them to complete the reading independently
and finally to rank the five essays. I knew I could depend on them to fall
into small-group discussions as they worked, which would raise some
issues people might be reluctant to bring up in the larger group.
We came back together to discuss the rank orderings. This conversation illuminated some areas of disagreement, such as how much generalizing framework an essay needs. Is it rightly an essay if it's "just a
narrative," even when the point of the narrative is clear? Or is the
offended reader just clinging to a narrow idea of essay because the
writing was done by a student? We did not try to settle those questions
beyond arriving at a rough consensus as to which essays were better than
which. Finally, each working group met to hammer out a single rank
ord~ring which merged the five common samples with the previously
undlscussed sample essays from their classes. I asked for a group report
which would include a copy of each essay and a brief explanation of the
group's reasoning in arriving at the merged ranking. What factors, I
asked, does your group find most salient in evaluating these essays?
These reports revealed strong agreement around several values, and
one important problem we would have to solve. All the groups, not
surprisingly, indicated that a clear focus or point, coherent support for it,
a reasonable level of readability and a sense that the ideas were significant to the writer were desirable attributes. Jeanne Laubscher, writing
for her group, summed up their concerns:
. The piece .had to clearly establish an assertion in some way and continue
an organized (overtly or subtly) way. The support, whatever it was,
needed to be relevant and more than pedantically mundane. Details had to
be essential, not extraneous. Overall, cohesion and coherence were important. Some of us liked pieces which built to a climax, had a turning point.
Some liked arguments organized by strength. We felt the abstrdct should
serve the concrete, and vice versa.
In
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The problem that emerged was about the inevitable diversity of the
essays, about degree of difficulty, following instructions, and the relation
of intention to achievement. How, some instructors asked, are we to
evaluate in the absence of the assignment? Is it not important in evaluating to know whether the student has followed instructions? I had deliberately conducted the meeting without reference to the assignments the
writers were working with, believing it necessary to wean ourselves
from reliance on the printed instructions in evaluating student writing.
We don't, I reasoned, evaluate professional writing, or our own, against a
sheet spelling out ahead of time its shape and size. We thin~ about what
it's meant to do, and evaluate how well it does that-inform, or tickle, or
ex.plore.1 wanted us to pull away from the legalistic tendency to appeal to
the terms of the assignment and say "This fails because the writer only
gives one example and the assignment says several." Furthermore, I
calculated that it would be entirely too slow and cumbersome at semester's end to deal with a different combination of assignments in each
folder. Better, I thought, to develop a way of dealing with the naked
writing than to try to re-orient to each new assignment. But as several
staff member!> pointed out, wha t a student writer has attempted is often
a compelling factor in evaluating what he has accomplished, and the
instructor's assignment may be the clearest way to find that out.
In March, when we would ordinarily have read midterms, we met
instead to evaluate one essay of each student's choosing, reading them all
first in working groups and then as a whole staff. This would be a crucial
meeting, at which we would see whether we would evaluate confidently
without the comforting uniform assignment to guide our decisions. I had
prepared a "Provisional Scoring Guide" in which I attempted, on the basis
of the reports from February's meeting, roughly to codify our
ex.pectations.
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Provisional Scoring Guide
Midterm Evaluation
1. High pass
Writer expresses and supports a point to which he or she
seems genuinely committed. All supporting evidence is
plainly relevant, and the essay is arranged in paragraphs
whose logic is evident. Sentences are clear and in some
cases pleasingly constructed. Mechanical error is minor
and does not impede reading.

2. Pass
Writer expresses and supports a point but may not show
much commitment to it. Supporting evidence is generally
relevant and paragraphing seems logical. Sentences are
clear and their boundaries are almost always correctly
punctuated. Mechanical error may appear, but is incidental rather than pervasive.
3. Barely Fail

Writer attempts to express a point, but may fail to support it
successfully. Evidence may be inadequately developed,
or poorly organized so its relation to the main idea is
unclear. Paragraphs may not be consistently marked, but
some organizational units are detectable. Sentences are
generally clear, but boundary marking may be inconsistent. Mechanical error may interfere with easy reading.
4.

Abjectly Fall

Writer makes no point, or expresses it so poorly that the
reader is unsure what the point is. Relation of evidence to
main idea is hard to establish. Paragraphing may be
absent, or its logic altogether mysterious. Although some
sentences are clear, others may be broken or tangled, and
boundary marking is inconsistent. Mechanical error
impedes reading.
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The working groups first discussed the scoring gUide, using it to
establish agreement and illuminate areas where ambiguity and disagreement were probably inevitable. Then they evaluated the work of
each other's students, referring to the assignments at will and discussing
whatever problems and questions arose. After a break. we gathered in a
single group and read all the essays again, this time outside the responsible instructor's working group and without reference to the assignments. Following that meeting, I again asked for written feedback, primarily to induce participants to articulate their responses and examine
thE'm. From observing the readings and discussions, I was satisfied that
reading without the assignments would be best. I was convinced that the
readers were more flexible, more responsive to the writer's intention,
when they read outside the confines of the teacher's assignment, and
that seemed compellingly the best way to assess the writers' proficiency
as potential students in freshman composition. The response sheets
revealed that about half the staff still disagreed with me but that several
were in the process of rethinking. They also provided a place to begin on
the two matters that our final preparatory meeting would need to
address definitively; the specifications of acceptable work for the portfolio, and the related question of how much help students could legitimately get and how they should report it.
In April we settled questions about procedures and the assignment and
drafted a memorandum to the student body, telling them in more detail
what we expected and what they could expect from us. We decided that
we were not much concerned about students "cheating" because thE'
process of drafting and guided revision going on in the classes was
keeping each instructor well aware of each student's work. That decision
made the rest of our work easy. We did not need to see an essay written
entirely in class to be sure that we were evaluating each student's own,
true work. The first two categories could stand as written, and any other
essay the student had written for this class could be submitted as the
third item. And we decided we could use a cover sheet similar to the ones
Elbow and Belanoff suggest to solve the rest of our problems;
We need to know three things about each piece of work. Attach to each
essay a sheet that tells
a) what you were trying to accomplish in that essay,
b) what sources of information or evidence outside your personal
experience you used in writing it,
c) who helped you with it, and wha t kind of help it was. Use this space
to acknowledge advice, comments, questions, and suggestions from
your instructor, other students, tutors, friends, family members, or
anyone you got help from.
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~inal1y, ,in the f,irst ~ee~ of May, we evaluated the completed portfohos, again working first In small groups where negotiation was fruitful, and then as a whole staff.. Each instructor's folders were evaluated by
other members of the workmg group while criteria were argued once
more. In a second meeting all staff members met and read folders from
classes of instruct,ors outside their own working groups. Although we
had expected readmg folders of three items each to take a long time the
process ~as surprisingly quick. The number of third readings requir~d to
~esolve dIsagreements was smaller than it had been at midterm, and after
It was all over, I had to adjudicate only one irreconcilable case. That
compared quite favorable with the seventeen I had had to deal with in
December, after the last final essay grading.
The rates of passing and failing, the matters in which our superiors
were sure to. be intere~ted, were about as usual: our percentage of
students ~assmg was a httle higher than usual for spring semester, but
not the ~Ighest eve~, not even high enough to generate a request for
explanation. Evaluation forms from instructors indicated they found the
new procedure more accurate and more informative than the old one. On
revieWing the marks given their students' folders, they found them
about as they ha~ expected. They agreed that the portfolio provided a
more complete. picture of students' writing proficiency and suggested
that the sltght mcr~~se in the rate of passing might be accounted for by
students whose abliJty to generate and organize was good but whose
?,echanical skills were shaky. Several students whose ~ork on an
Impromptu essay would have looked questionable to us were able to
~emonstra.te.satisfactory competence when a wider range of their work,
m.a more flOlshed c.ondition, was evaluated. Particularly important, they
said, was that the fmal evaluation sessions were much less onerous than
those in which hundreds of impromptu attempts at the same essay were
read. It .was pleasurable to read what our students had been able to
acc?mpltsh, and the more finished drafts treating a variety of topics were
easier to read respectfully, as real writing instead of practice pieces.
Evalua ting our first experiment with portfolio evaluation, we called it a
success a~d beg~n planning how to do it better next term. And this is the
outcome. In which I, as an administrator, am particularly interested
because It P?rtends the program's future shape. Our pragmatic decision
~o adopt a dl~ferent style of evaluation initiated a new process of change
10 our teach.mg. ~ommunity, one which I think will, over the coming
semesters, slgntftcantly change our relations to our students, to each
other, and to the larger world of composition teaching and theory.
Socia! c::onstructionist epistemology, newly ascendant in the field of
compOSitIon, lends res~ec.tability to the notion of communities working
together to shape their Ideas. lts practical counterpart, colJaborative

learning, is about the hottest thing going in teaching these days. The
culture has begun to realize that the myth of the solitary individual,
sweating out works of genius in a lonely garret, is just that, a myth.
Researchers are learning that much of the writing done in American
workplaces is not the product of individual effort but of collaborating
teams with problems to solve. In our own workplace, we have been
practicing collaboration for years, all the while thinking ourselves somewhat aberrant, collaborators by necessity because we lacked individual
knowledge.
But it has become clear in my mind that we have been doing it in
furtherance of a pedagogy that partakes far too much of what Paolo
Freire calls the "banking" concept of education, in which the teacher
transmits knowledge to essentially passive students. My observations of
classes over the last two years suggest that although a number of instructors use collaborative and workshop techniques on some occasions, the
classes have remained, to a disturbing degree, teacher-centered, with the
instructors doing most of the talking, providing most of the ideas, controlling most of the action. In using the move to portfolio evaluation as an
opportunity to ex tend our collaboration, I hoped also to use it to turn our
pedagogy in a more meaningful collaborative direction.
I wanted to do that, not because a body of objective research proves
that to be the best way to teach students to write, but because I am
convinced, by my reading, my own experience, and my notions of proper
human relations-my politics-that learning to generate knowledge in
cooperation with one's peers is what higher education is and should be all
about. I think, that is, that educated people should be responsible for their
knowledge, aware of where it comes from and capable of shaping it. But
collaborative activities in the classroom can only work toward that goal if
the teacher, the person responsible for shaping the course, is aware of it
as a goal and is Willing to surrender some authority. Students can learn to
think and write with authority and commitment only if they genuinely
possess some authority in the major areas of their lives. And they are not
likely to develop such authority in a teacher-centered classroom where all
transactions are founded on the principle that one knows {the truth, the
correct way, the rule} and the other does not. Such a classroom is
fundamen tally authoritarian, and no amount of good intention and kindness can change that fact,
Collaboration, by diminishing the role of the "overhead" authority,
requires participants to take more personal responSibility for what they
do, think, and create. Thus the whole notion of collaboration among
students, teachers, writers, workers, is revolutionary in this culture. It
requires people to surrender the illusion of individual autonomy and the
flag of "correctness" that such autonomy sails under, and seriously
negotiate terms, ideas, concepts. In our case, the concept under negotiation was "quality of writing." In our months-long process of negotiation,
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we collaborated differently than we had in the past as I endeavored to
shape the collaboration to a larger end than orderly transition to a new
system of evaluation.
I do not intend to sound superior here, or manipulative. On the contrary, I wanted to shape this opportunity to work with my colleagues in a
genuine, conceptual collaboration because I believe that only by reshaping
authority relations as instructors experience them can I convince them to
reshape their own authority relations with their students so the students
begin to hold the responsibility. I tried to relinquish the authority to shape
the assignment, write the scoring guide, pick out the anchor papers for
each category, and decide all the difficult cases. Like students in a classroom, they were not always pleased when I answered questions with
more questions, summarized their conflicting responses without validating one or the other, walked away from hot arguments. But they were the
ones who had to decide what was adequate and what was not in the
context of what they were teaching. It was their responsibility, finally, to
shape a definition of writing quality that they could talk to students and
each other about. And of course they succeeded.

r suspect that, to some degree, I succeeded too. In the final evaluation
forms, and in conversations around the coffee pot, I hear intimations,
hints, and a few outright declarations that future classes will be shaped
more definitively around collaboration. For one thing, observes the
instructor, selecting and preparing that many final drafts for a distant and
critical audience is too much work for one person to supervise. Students,
she says, will just have to help each other get ready. Like my predecessors,
I will be long gone from this place before any of this comes to fruition. I
leave content to know that, as well as orchestrating a practical advance in
evaluation, I have been instrumental in turning the program a little more
away from the individualistic and toward the collaborative.

Note
lReaders who are interested in a fulJer exposition of this process and how it
reflects the world of composition teaching are referred to Hephzibah RoskelJy, et.
a\., "Survival of the Fittest: Ten Years in a Basic Writing Program," in the Journal of
Basic Writing (Spring, 1988).
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Teaching TAs to Teach:
Show, Don't Tell
Sally Barr Reagan
Last fall marked my tenth year of teaching college students. Like most
English professors, I began as a Teaching Assistant, or TA, wholly
responsible for teaching three classes a year. And like most T As, I had
never taught before. To make matters worse, I had tested out of freshman composition, so I had little idea of how the course should or should
not be conducted. The only preparation I had was the traditional presemester workshop for new T As.
Now when most people say they're bad, they're just being modest. Bu t
I was worst than most. Two examples illustrate my lack of expertise.
First, my lectures-and I did lecture-were taken verbatim from the
instructor's manual at the back of the textbook. Occasionally I'd paraphrase. To supplement my lectures, I designed additional, stimulating
discussions from the Harbrau Handbook. But the real prooEof my inexperience occurred the first time my teaching was observed.
Promptly at 8 a.m., I started in bravely as my supervisor, Joe Trimmer,
sat in the back, observing and taking notes. I had my "lecture" prepared, I
had developed some thought-provoking questions, 1 had devised some
engaging exercises, and I planned to do some board work. More than
enough work for a full period.
By 8:15, I was done. I had exhausted my material! I managed to add five
more minutes by asking for questions about the next assignment. But by
8;20, I had to dismiss class. I had no idea what to do with the rest of the
period.
In 1977, my experience and training were not atypical; in 1987, T A
training remained much the same. According to a recent MLA study, 75%
of graduate programs "immediately place ... first-year graduate students
in the classroom" (Diogenes, et a1., 52). To prepare them, we still rely
primarily on pre-semester workshops, monthly in-service meetings,
consultations with mentors, and the "trial by fire" of classroom observations. These are helpful to some extent. But they have not kept pace with
changes in the composition classroom.
We all know that the past few years have seen new directions for the
teaching of composition. Traditional lecturing is gone. We have realized.
WPA, Writing ProgrIIm AJminisfNtUJn. Vol. 11. No.3. Sprmg, 1988
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To reach these goals was a seven-step process: the T As were to select a
professor's class to observe; administer a personality inventory to the
professors and their students; use the inventory results to choose interview subjects; interview the professors and at least one of their students
once a month; conduct monthly course evaluations with the entire class;
analyze their taped interviews; and present their findings in a final
meeting with me and the participating professors at the end of the
academic year,

as Donald Murray says, that when the teacher is talking, the students
aren't writing. Consequently, the writing class has become a discourse
community, a place for collaborative learning. We have learned, as John
T rim ~u~'points out, "the importa nce of social in teraction to learning how
to wnte (87). As we have come to recognize writing as a social act, we
have surrender~d our authority as teachers; we're willing to help our
~tudents by lettlOg them work together in small groups. By implement109 these changes, composition teachers have met the challenge put forth
by the Carnegie Forum's Task Force on Teaching: we have helped our
~tudents become active learners, busily engaged in the process of bring109 new knowledge and new ways to knowing" (30). Our focus has
shifted from lithe passive acquisition of facts and routines to the active
application of ideas to problems" (45). In sum, we have quit telling our
students how to write; instead, we are now showing them.
II

Fall Semester-The Pilot Project
Following Dewey's theory of education-that learning should be experienced and not something imposed by the teacher-the first step was to
involve the T As in the project's methodology. During fall semester, we
all took the Myers-Briggs Personality Inventory and listened to Drake's
psychometrist explain what our answers meant. Taking the test involved
T As in the project by making them aware of their own personality types
and possible effects on their students. It also showed them how to
administer the test so they could explain it to their professors and chosen
classes.

But that's not the case when our students are T As. Pre-semester
workshops tell them how to start teaching. Classroom observers tell
them how to improve their teaching. In-service meetings tell them different solutions to teaching problems. None of these show them how to
teach. Jerome Bruner states that for learning to take place, students need
demonstration of, engagement with, and sensitivity to the learning task.
Workshops, observations, and meetings demonstrate what needs to be
learned. But for learning to occur, the T As, just like our undergraduate
stu~ents, must be actively engaged. Teaching might appear the most
logIcal engagement. But here again, the T As are learning by trial and
e~ro~. What we need are training programs that parallel teaching strateg,les 10 th.e .c~mposition classroom-programs that shift "from the passIVe acqulSItJon of facts and routines to the active application of ideas to
problems" (45).
During fall semester, 1986, I began research on aTA training program
that would address this problem. At that time, I was beginning my second
year as WPA at Drake University. I had inherited four T As who had gone
through the traditional training program: they participated in a two-day
pre-semester workshop, after which they were responsible for teaching
tW? freshman composition courses per semester; they were observed
tWIce a semester; and they participa ted in monthly in-service meetings. I
felt they needed a new and different training program.
The primary goal of this research project was to show the T As different pedagogical approaches and strategies used by English professors
to make them aware of their effects on different types of students. The
secondary.g.oal w~s to introduce the T As to empirical research by having
the~ parttclpate lo designing the project, making observations, and collecting data.

I chose the Myers-Briggs Personality Inventory because of its validity
and applicability to this type of research. The MtfltaJ Measurements YtarbcoK
says its purpose is not "to measure people, but to sort them into groups."
The Myers-Briggs is intended for normal people and is non-judgmental,
which aids in sharing the results with the test-ee (1030).

~

\

The inventory is based on jung's type theory, which views personality
types in terms of polarities: introvert/extrovert, intuitive/sensing, feeling/thinking, and perceptive/judging. "According to type theory, an individual's four preferences or dichotomies interact. Given the four dichotomies, sixteen different four-letter types are possible" (1030). Individual
profiles have specific characteristics associated with them. The ISTJ
(introvert-sensing-thinking-judging) type, for example, was described as
serious, quiet, practical, orderly, logical, realistiC, dependable. In explaining these characteristics, the psychometrist also pointed out how certain
personality types influence and annoy opposing types. AU of these findings seemed pertinent to our teaching, since our personalities are bound
to clash with some of our students, and vice versa. Understanding these
differences could thus help resolve or explain classroom tensions.
The second step in the research project was to involve the T As in the
design of interview questions and in-class course evaluations. The T As
used these in their own classrooms during fall semester to test their

~,
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effectiveness; we then planned to fine-tune them for spring for use in
their professors' classes. We ended up with six questions:
1.

What is working well? (i.e., lectures, class discussions, editing,
writing, etc.)

2. Why is it (are they) working?
3. What isn't working well?
4. Why isn't (aren't) some thing(s) working?

5. What are you learning?
6. What problems are you having?

These questions served a number of purposes. Designing them made the
T As think about what type of feedback they'd like from their own
students; administering the evaluation during the semester helped them
refine or revise their course as it progressed rather than after it ended.
Giving the in-course evaluations also helped to further break down the
barriers between instructor and students, so that a line of communication was established which went beyond classroom discussion and written responses to essays. Finally, asking the students' opinions and
~esponding to them added another dimension to collaborative learningIt moved the students from passive "victims" to active participants in the
learning process.

Spring Semester-The Research
The Interviews
At the end of fall semester, the T As selected their professors and
explained the research project to them. Because the purpose of this
project was to make the T As aware of teaching strategies, selection was
not limited to teachers of writing. They could choose any professor
whose teaching they admired. The T As' choices yielded an interesting (if
small) mix of age, sex, personality and teaching style: there were two
males and two females ranging in age from 34-57. Two taught composition; two taught literature. One was extremely conservative and traditional; two were liberal and innovative; one was intense and dramatic.
On the first day of class, the T As gave the Myers-Briggs to the
professors and their students. Based on their profiles, three of the T As
selected one student who was exactly the opposite of the professor.
These students were to be interviewed throughout the semester to see if
their personality type influenced their response to the professor, the
teaching strategies used, and the material learned. The fourth T A, who
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was fulfilling the requirements of an internship, selected three
students-one just like the professor, one opposite, and one in the
middle-to provide a wider basis for comparison.
The T As had prepared three sets of interview questions. The first set
was generic, to be used for the professor, the interviewees, and as in-class
evaluations. It consisted of the six questions above: what's working? why
is it? what isn't working? why isn't it? what are you learning? and what
problems are you having?
The second set was for the student interviews. These asked; what
expectations of the class did you have? what surprises have you found?
how do the writing assignments relate to you and to the purposes of this
class? and how do you perceive yourself as a reader and writer? In
addition to the generic questions above, these were used as starting
points for monthly tape-recorded interviews, with the expectation that
as the students relaxed, they would expand on their answers. We also
continued to use them to see if the students' answers would change as the
semester progressed.
The third set of questions was for the professor alone. These asked:
why did you go into the profession? how would you describe your
classroom 'voice'? how does this voice differ from your out-of-class
voice? what is your relationship with your students? what is the most
important element of your profession? and what is the students' role in
your classroom? During monthly interviews, the TAs asked their professors the generic questions as starting points. This last set was used at the
beginning and end of the semester to see if the professors' answers had
changed as a result of their recent teaching experience.

In-Class Course Evaluations
At least twice during the semester, the TAs also administered course
evaluations to their professor's class, asking them the generic questions
(what's working, etc.). Since the T As were interviewing only a few
students, they used the evaluations to add some depth to and establish
validity for our findings. To maintain the students' anonymity but simultaneously code the evaluations, we asked them to put their Myers-Briggs
personality types-the four-letter profile-on them. Thus we were able
to cross-check their answers with those from the interviews.

Monthly In-Service Meetings
To keep the interviews on schedule and to use them as a learning
tool, we discussed their results in our monthly meetings. Each
month, we invited two of the participating professors to attend so
45
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that they could give their opinions about their students' answers and
their feelings about how the class was going. During our next-to-last
meeting, we put together a final evaluation which expanded upon the
second set of interview questions. We wanted to make the final evaluation more explicit so that the students would provide more than the
one-word answers we often get on the last day of class.
The responses to these final questions and to the interviews formed
the basis for discussion at our final meeting of the year. These discussions included a description of the professor's teaching strategies, the
students' reactions to the professor's teaching, the application of these
findings to the T As' own teaching, and an attempt to discover some
correlations between personality and teaching effectiveness. All of the
professors were invited to hear what the TAs had learned and were
encouraged to respond to these findings and to present their own
thoughts on the efficacy of their class and this project.

Results of the Project
Teaching Strategies
The T As observed two types of approaches: traditional and innovative.
The traditional was what you might expect. The American literature
professor lectured, believing he brought "order to the chaos of the
students' minds," There was no room for questions and little desire to
discuss different opinions. The students were expected, for the most
part, to write papers and essay exams which echoed the professor's
lectures.
The innovative professors used a variety of teaching strategies. The
business writing professor relied heavily on small group work to discuss
and organize projects and to critique peer writing. The Honors English
instructor used non-traditional texts-essays on the composing process-and required his students to complete and analyze an oral protocol
of their writing process. The students were not told why this approach
was used, nor what the texts were "about." They had to discover their
own purpose and process, and present these in class discussion. The
Shakespeare professor also chose not to lecture. She assigned the plays
and raised points to consider, but left class discussions wide open. The
students had absolute freedom to generate ideas and to make gut-level
reactions in class, but were expected to justify them in their written
work.

Students' Reactions
When the semester began, the T As found that the students in the
innovative classrooms resented their professors' approaches. These
students complained that the professors didn't lecture or outline the
important points, that the purpose of the reading assignments wasn't
clear, that they disliked relying on themselves and their peers for an
understanding of the work. The student in the traditional classroom,
however, began the semester comfortably. She accepted her instructor's
approach because it fulfilled her expectations of what a professor "should
be."
As the semester progressed, these feelings changed. The students
engaged in collaborative learning slowly began to understand what was
happening. In Business Writing, the finance major who initially complained about the worthlessness of small group work came to believe that
his writing had improved as much from the interaction in peer editing
groups as from the professor's feedback. In Honors English, the math
major who disliked writing and had no love for the language found that
when he took responsibility for discussing essays on composing, the
proverbial "lightbulb" came on-he began to understand how and why he
wrote. This independent search for understanding led to a new respect
for writing. In Shakespeare, the theatre major who wanted to be told
what the plays "meant" discovered that participating in class discussions
led him to write an essay which the professor praised and urged him to
develop. Not surprisingly, he came to value the collaborative approach.
The student in the traditional classroom did not fare as well. Although
she began the semester welcoming the professor's staid approach, she
soon grew uncomfortable. She wanted to discuss what she'd read. She
believed that other interpretations were equally valid, then felt guilty for
her thoughts. Consequently, when the professor finally allowed the
students to choose a paper topic, she tried to write on what she thought
the professor wanted. Each topic became more convoluted and frustrating, until the professor finally convinced her that on this assignment, she
really was free to pursue her own interests. Only then did she begin to
enjoy her writing.

Applications to Teaching
This project showed the T As that students come in to the classroom with
certain expectations. Based on prior educational experiences, they expect
learning to be passive. They expect to be told what to know. When their
initial expectations aren't met, the students' reactions are often negative.
They feel threatened because they aren't used to independent thinking.
Such attitudes could create problems for T As trying new strategies and
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perhaps make them hesitate to break out of the traditional mode of
teaching. However, this study showed them that despite the students'
initial reactions and regardless of personality type, when they became
involved in their learning, their attitudes changed. The TAs saw that
students enjoy making discoveries; they blossom when their opinions are
valued. Equally important, the TAs discovered that collaborative learning is as important in the literature classroom as it is in composition.
Since many TAs will eventually teach literature, such findings are especially important for their future careers.

Analysis of the Project
Caveats
I was generally pleased with the results of this project. Nevertheless,
there are some elements which need to be recognized as potential trouble
spots. Some of these were apparent at the time; others have emerged as I
prepare to replicate this study at another institution.
Possibly the largest potential problem is the time element. Developing
the questions for interviews, administering the Myers-Briggs test and
monthly course evaluations, interviewing student and professor once a
month, analyzing the data for monthly meetings, attending the meetings, and preparing a report at the end of the semester involved more
time than TAs may be willing to expend on a non-credit requirement. I
would estimate that they worked approximately three hours a month,
plus an additional three hours altogether at the beginning and end of the
semester. That doesn't seem like a lot, but wedged in with teaching,
grading, and doing their own coursework, some migh t resent the imposition on their time. What resentment I encountered was in inverse proportion to the T As' commitment to teaching and graduate work,
probably not an uncommon ratio.
There was slightly more reluctance on the part of the faculty. Half
didn't like to give up class time for the Myers-Briggs or for the course
evaluations, and, particularly with the latter, their attitudes affected the
amount of time and thought the students devoted to their answers. For
the final COurse evaluation, we tried to alleviate this by asking the students to complete the evaluations out of class, but then some didn't do
them at all. In both instances, the problem stemmed from the professors'
attitudes. A logical solution would be to let them know exactly how much
of their time is involved, and how much their cooperation is necessary to
the successful completion of the project. With this knowledge, they can
decide whether to participate in the project or not.
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An understanding of the project may still have no effect on attitudes,
however, once the interviews begin. Despite an initial explanation, one
professor found the interviews and observations very threatening. He
balked after the first interview and essentially repea .ed himself whenever he could be "cornered" thereafter. While his reactions produced
some interesting data, the T A interviewing him suffered throughout the
semester. The most obvious advice here would be to take more care in
selecting participants; however, too much caution could preclude observation of a variety of personality types and teaching styles, which could
limit the usefulness of the findings.
Selecting subjects is also affected by the size and type of the institution.
Drake is a small, private university. While size limited the number of
faculty to choose from, it also meant that the T As knew their professors
pretty well, which aided in their selection. A larger university will offer a
wider pool of professors to draw from, but may have the disadvantage of
unfamiliarity. A university's size also affects the number of TAs involved
in the program. Clearly, a small number is easier to manage and supervise. However, at a larger institution with a Ph.D. program, the TAs
might be more committed to research. But this commitment may also be
affected by the TAs' teaching experience.
When I proposed this project at Drake, my T As were in the third year
of their assistantships. Consequently, they had tired of the monthly
"in-service" meetings and were ready for something more thallenging.
Upon presenting this same project to my present TAs in a two-year MA
program, however, I encountered much more resistance, for they felt the
need of additional in-service training. But there are ways to meet the
T As' needs while also involving them in non-traditional training. As the
findings indicated, the Myers-Briggs Personality Inventory is not an
essential element. More important are the interviews and classroom
observations. For less experienced T As, the project can be scaled down to
include only these elements with observations limited to experienced
composition teachers. Such a focus would be less time consuming, and,
perhaps, more obviously instructional.
Problems such as these can be recognized and avoided if the WPA is
thoroughly acquainted with the job and the institution. For t~is r~ason,
I'd recommend that a new WPA not undertake such a proJect Immediately. Management theory suggests we get to know the presen~ syst~m
and try it out. New WPAs need time to build rapport and relatIonshIps
with T As and colleagues so that they will respect and be willing to
undertake such a project. WPAs also need time to become acquainted
with what services the university has to offer, such as distributing and
evaluating tests; what restrictions they may have regarding ~se of
human subjects; and what grants may be available to underwnte the
costs of the project.
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Accomplishments
Once the WPA has amassed knowledge and support, this project is not
only workable, it's valuable. As a rule, TAs teach only freshman composition. This project allowed them to observe professors teaching Shakespeare, American Literature, Business Writing, and Honors English.
While I realize T As may take some of these as graduate courses, this
project changed their points of view from students to nascent teachers.
Their observations showed not only that collaborative learning can work
outside the composition classroom, but also that there are different types
of teaching strategies to use.
All of the professors observed were informed and experienced; nevertheless, the TAs discovered that knowledge alone did not guarantee
success in the classroom. Rather, the T As saw the truth of what they'd
been told: classes which moved beyond lecturing and actively engaged
the students seemed to produce better attitudes towards learning. These
findings led T As to believe that learning in turn would be enhanced.
Finally, the T As saw that teacher personality need not adversely affect
students'learning. They learned that professors were able to reach all of
their students by actively involving them in the learning process. These
discoveries in turn led to professional growth and involvement. Two of
the T As involved in this project developed proposals discussing their
findings which were presented at the 1988 Conference on College
Composition and Communication.
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Conclusions
While these findings may be obvious to us seasoned professionals, they
come as significant revelations to new teachers. Our T As are products of
the same educational system as their students. Consequently, they have
many of the same expectations of what a college classroom should be.
They will be hesitant to surrender their newly-won authority. They will
feel the need to tell their students what to do. Lacking a solid background
in composition theory, unaware of what the composing process entails,
they may be tempted to lecture.
Reading about teaching strategies, being told what should be incorporated, or discussing different approaches to teaching does not have the
same impact as shOWing their effects on students. If we expect our T As to
move beyond the bounds of the traditional composition classroom, their
training should parallel the new pedagogical approaches. Classroom
research shows T As how to teach. And showing the T As how to teach has
the same effects as showing our students how to write: by engaging them
in the process, they learn much more than they would as passive recipients.
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Writing Across the Curriculum:
A Dean's Perspective
Milton D. Glick
The University of Missouri-Columbia is in the process of adopting an
ambitious, comprehensive writing program which includes a significant
writing-across-the-curriculum component. The development of this
program is affecting the entire campus in ways that go far beyond the
issue of student composition competencies. The Campus Writing Program has become symbolic of the potential for improved teaching and
active learning on this campus, and it has become a rallying point for
some concerned faculty. The far-reaching implications for the quality of
education and improvement in faculty morale deserve serious exploration. This article provides the perspective of a dean whose background is
in chemistry and who was initially open-minded to the issue, but not
committed to any particular conclusions.
The Campus Writing Program will include a course required for all
freshman which emphasizes writing about varied subject matters. This
contrasts with the previous introductory course, from which 50% of our
freshman were exempted by the use of an outmoded placement examination, and which emphasized rhetorical forms rather than subject matter.
It will ideally include writing-intensive courses in each of the succeeding
years, with a capstone course in the senior year. In the initial phase, a
sophomore writing-intensive course will be required and a writing center, which includes tutorial services and computer capabilities, will be
established. Even in this initial phase, over 4,000 students annually will
be enrolled in Writing-Intensive courses. These courses require at least
5,000 words of writing, two papers that go through a complete revision
process, and one that integrates several sources.

t

1

The Campus Writing Program has persuaded faculty from more than
thirty departments to redesign their courses to fit these criteria because
the program quickly established itself as something more than an effort
to improve writing. It has become, for many, a beacon for a renaissance of
responsible teaching and of the excitement of demanding high quality
activities from students. Central to the program is revision, with the
view that to revise a manuscript is to re-see an issue, so that, as a
manuscript is revised, students see the subject matter in different ways.
That is: writing becomes a way of learning. Benefits include formulating
and expressing an opinion, giving and taking criticism, and listening to
and comprehending alternative ideas and opinions.
WPA, WrlHng Prognim Iulminisfrtlncm, Vol. 11. No.3, Spring, 1988
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Four years ago the faculty of the College of Arts and Science expressed
great concern over the inadequate writing skills of our graduates and
recommended a doubling of the composition requirement. Following an
external review of this recommendation, the Dean of Arts and Science
appointed a Task Force on Composition, which included faculty from
seven of the key schools and colleges on the campus. The Task Force
studied the issue of composition skills at UMC and other universities and
eventually developed a proposal which was debated, evaluated and finally
adopted by all of the undergraduate colleges at the University of
Mis souri-Colu mbia.
An essen tial element of the entire discussion has been faculty involvement and leadership. In particular, the faculty advocacy for the program
has grown in ripple-like fashion. Initial advocates were members of the
Task Force on Composition, later joined by members of subcommittees
and by faculty named to the Campus Writing Board. These advocates
were joined subsequently by faculty who volunteered to teach pilot
writing-intensive sections, and, most recently, by the 150 faculty from
more than 44 departments who have voluntarily participated in two
ten-hour days of intensive workshops. There are now more than 200
faculty dedicated to making this program succeed.
Many faculty who attended the first intensive writing workshop fell
into two groups. Members of both groups were initially somewhat skeptical of the need for the workshop, but most were highly supportive of
the workshop by the end of the second day. The first group included
those faculty who have always required writing and believe all courses
they teach to be writing-intensive; many of these initially saw the program as another administrative distraction. By the end of the second day,
this group found themselves enthusiastic about having a support group
of colleagues and having access to experts who could share with them
ways to improve their use of writing. Moreover, they found the intellectual exchange with colleagues from across the campus reminiscent of the
reasons they chose to be faculty.
The second group included faculty who had never used writing as a
major part of their classes. In particular, they had never considered
revision as part of the limited writing which did occur in their classes.
This group found themselves awakened to new opportunities and
enlightened by writing-oriented colleagues.
Evaluations of the faculty workshops have been filled with superlatives. A dean interested in faculty development is naturally pleased
when he hears a veteran professor say that "the workshop was the most
positive experience I have had with colleagues at UMC during my 20
years here" or a new assistant professor report that "the program was
more than worthwhile-it was exciting."
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rt is worthwhile discussing the relationship of the efforts to improve
student writing and learning to the more general issue of faculty morale.
Faculty burn-out and low self-esteem are important topics in the higher
education community. These conditions relate, in part, to reduced support for higher education, to low faculty mobility, and to salary issues.
In their recent comprehensive monograph, "American Professors, A
Vocational Resource Imperiled,"H. R. Bowen and J. H. Schuster (Oxford
University Press, 1986) discuss the issue of faculty morale and its decline.
From 1984 interviews, they find weakened faculty morale and attribute it
to "adverse trends in compensation and working conditions and a pervading sense of insecurity for the future and a sense of the declining status of
the profession." Bowen and Schuster report unpublished surveys by
A. L. Boberg and R. L. Blackburn (ca. 1983), who find "that a major factor
in faculty satisfaction is their concern for quality in their students, in
their colleagues, in their work environment." They further report "that
faculty in many but not all institutions have perceived a diminution of
quality and this has been a major source of discontent and poor morale."
An important contributer to low faculty morale is the devaluation of
teaching within the profession. The four decades of growth in higher
education (a six-fold increase in student numbers) yielded, in many large
state universities, a depersonalization of teaching and left many faculty
believing they were not personally responsible for the quality of the
undergraduate degree. Faculty continue to take seriously their responsibilities for delivery of lecture material and for working with majors as
individuals. However, the responsibility for insuring that graduates can
think critically and communicate effectively was, to some extent, abandoned with these changes. To a substantial extent, there was a loss of
belief that faculty were engaged in a noble quest, a moral profession.
Many faculty lost the "dream."
The misconception that there is a dichotomy between teaching and
research contributes to this problem. Given the falsely perceived need to
choose between teaching and research, and the internal and external forces
which affect faculty, the obvious course is to choose research. This decision
fosters an attitude toward teaching for many faculty which includes little
of the intense, self-critical analysis which characterizes faculty research
and scholarship. Another manifestation of this misconception is the 60%
decrease in top students planning to enter the professoriate, documented
in studies of Rhodes Scholars and Phi Beta Kappa members (see Bowen and
Schuster). It is further revealed in relatively low demands upon students,
as well as inappropriately high grades for students.
Many faculty who are committed to the Campus Writing Program
have regained some of the lost spirit and are anxious to share their
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new-found vision with colleagues. Of course, this will be short-lived if
the University does not identify resources adequate to implement the
program properly.
In closing, let us note some important elements which have allowed
this program to gain momentum:
1.

The Task Force, although appointed by the Dean of Arts and
Science, included faculty from many colleges and from the student
body. This Task Force rapidly moved from a view that composition
was an English Department issue to a view that writing was a
university-wide concern, related to learning in general, not just to
writing skills. This effort "empowered" the faculty, an important
element in faculty morale.

2.

Although the Task Force was sponsored by the Dean's Office, the
Task Force was faculty-driven and developed its own charge and
commitment. The Dean's Office provided budget to bring in consultants and to visit other campuses as well as clerical support for
the project. But the leadership and direction were clearly from the
faculty.

3.
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The process was allowed to proceed at a deliberate pace, so as to
slowly increase the cadre of supporters and expand the circle of
understanding. It is remarkable that the momentum was maintained throughout the three-year developmental period, especially in view of times of severe budgetary constraints. What was
seen by many as a six-month study has taken three years, yet the
enthusiasm is greater today than at the beginning.

4.

The English Department, always understaffed for the responsibilities placed upon it (30 faculty for 16,000 undergraduates), was
prepared to relinquish some of its territorial claims to composition.

5.

The administration of the College recognized the critical importance of the program and placed a very high priority on seeking
funding to allow it to be implemented in a highly professional
manner, including funds to offset the increased workload by
either reducing class size or increasing teaching assistant support.

6,

Several of the campus deans sta ted that success in their fields was
driven more directly by the ability to communicate effectively
than any other single skill. For example, a survey of 250 engineering employers by the Dean of Engineering revealed that written
communication skills were the most important competency for
success in engineering, and the competency which is least presen t
in the typical new hire in an engineering firm. All of the deans
enthusiastically endorsed and supported the effort.

Three rather counter-intuitive truths that have emerged from our
experience are these:
1.

It may be unwise and unnecessary to promote writing across the
curriculum as in innovation based on recent composition
research. Faculty members are trained in healthy intellectual
skepticism and resist the "methods" disciplines they are not
familiar with. The most positive response on our campus has
come from faculty (young and old) who feel that the university
needs to return to its traditional function of teaching students
how to think as well as what to think. In a community of scholar!
writers the relation of thought to revision can be made clear with
a minimum of theoretical clutter.

2.

It is best to admit from the outset that writing-intensive classes

will require more work of professors than non-writing intensive
classes. While our workshops emphasize ways to diminish the
burden of grading and marking, they do not claim that a serious
writing program can be based primarily on student journals that
faculty members never read or on two-minute impromptu writings in class. Faculty members who participate in the program
work harder out of an ethical commitment to the value of teaching critical thinking, and the administration misses no opportunity to thank them for their commitment.
3.

It is important to establish a system of certification that makes
the writing-intensive label meaningful. On our campus, a
writing-intensive course in biology, for example, must be
approved by a committee of scientists and engineers who are
involved in the Campus Writing Program. Some courses must be
redesigned and resubmitted, and some never pass muster, but the
price in lost courses is more than made up in the faculty's faith
that the program is meaningfuL legitimate, and worth participating in.

We have taken only a small step in what may prove to be a long journey.
It will not and should not involve all faculty; yet already 20% of the
faculty in our undergraduate programs are actively involved in this
program. We have found that the discussions about-and, we hope, the
implementation of-a new ambitious writing program take on a significance far beyond the issue of writing; it may become the cornerstone of a
movement toward a more meaningful undergraduate education at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.
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Note
I wish to acknowledge the very helpful comments of my colleagues, especially
Douglas Hunt, Director of the Campus Writing Program.
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Bibliography of Writing Textbooks
Barbara T. Weaver
For the seventh year WPA presents this annotated bibliography of new
textbooks in writing to aid writing teachers and administrators in their
review and selection of texts. Texts on this list are new or in new editions
during the 1987-88 academic year. Publishers have provided information, which has been edited to maintain objectivity. Prices and publication
dates are tentative as I writei where two dates appear, the copyright date
follows the date of printing. A directory of participating publishers
appears at the end of the bibliography.
Books are classified according to the following au tline; keep in mind
that many texts do not fit neatly into one level or genre.

Classification Outline
I. Developmental Writing Texts
A. Handbooks
B. Rhetorics
C. Readers
D. Workbooks
E. Special Texts
II. Freshman Writing Texts
A. Handbooks
B. Rhetorics
C. Readers
D. Workbooks
E. Special Texts

III. Advanced Writing Texts
A. Rhetorics
B. Readers
C. Composition and Literature Texts
D. Business and Technical Writing Texts
E. Special Texts

IV. Professional Texts
I. Developmental Writing Texts

A. Handbooks [None listed]
WPA, Writing Pragrtlm Iu4mllll,trution, Vol. 11, No.3, SprinJ1;, 1988
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B. Rhetorics

Combinations: Beginning Strategies in Thinking and Writing, by Dorothy M.
Berger (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 304 pages; October 1987; 198B).
Emphasizes writing correct sentences, paragraphs, and essays through
sentence-combining exercises that present grammar, using sustained
passages of various rhetorical types. Instructor's manual.
The Complete Writer's Workoul Book: From Paragraph fo Essay, by Carolyn H.
Fitzpatrick and Marybeth B. Ruscica (D. C. Heath; 335 pages; $14.50;
November 1987). Rhetoric with readings includes exercises, questions on
the readings, and paragraph and essay assignments. Workbook format.
Instructor's guide.
Effedive Writing: Choict5 and Conventions, by Karen L. Greenberg (St.
Martin's; 368 perforated pages; December 1987). Offers integrated reading and writing activities that emphasize the importance of prewriting,
revising, and editing. Instructor's manual.
From Course fo Course: A B~ginner's Guide to College Writing, Third Edition, by
Judith Lambert and Jane Peterson (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 352
pages; October 1987; 1988). Presents short textbook readings and writing assignments designed to help students transfer writing skills to
assignments in other college courses; emphasizes composing and critical
thinking. Instructor's manual.
A Guide fo the Whole Wrifing Process, Second Edition, by Jack Blum, Carolyn
Brinkman, Elizabeth Hoffman, David Peck (Houghton Mifflin; 250
pages; December, 1987; 1988). Focuses on recursive and individual
nature of the writing process; begins with whole writing, treating paragraphing and grammar as matters of revising/editing. Instructor's
edition.
Paragraphs Plus: From Ideas fo Paragraphs and Essays, by C. Jeriel Howard and
Richard Francis Tracz (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 255 pages;
December 1987; 1988). Offers writing assignments and student examples, from simple to complex, to provide sequential instruction on paragraph and short essay writing.
Write and Write Again: A Workfext with Readings, by Jane Paznik-Bondarin
and Milton Baxter (Macmillan; 512 Pagesj September 1987; 1988).
Process-oriented text-workbook treats reading, writing, critical thinking, grammar, and vocabulary. Each chapter uses a model essay to illustrate the mode with questions on content, inference, and critical
thinking.
The Writing Clinic: Grammar-Rhetoric-Readings, by Ralph Loewe (Prentice
Hall; .384 pages; $15.50; November 1987; 198B). Presents a process
approach to producing good sentences in well-developed paragraphs and

themes. Self contained chapters allow students to progress at their own
pace. Teacher's manual.

C. Readers
Basic Re~ding Shl1s Handbook, by Harvey Wiener and Charles Bazerman
(Houghton Mifflin; 400 pages; December 1987; 1988). Designed for
student~ with very poor reading skills. Handbook prOVides instruction
and practice; anthology of 14 readings includes exercises keyed to handbook. Irstructor's annotated edition; test package; software.
Reading Skills For College Sfudy, Third Edition, by James Shepherd (Houghton
Mifflin; 340 pages; December 1987; 1988). Includes 38 selections drawn
exclusi..ely from varied college texts; new prereadinglpreviewing questions a:ld additional objective quesitons accompany each reading.
Instructor's support package includes additional exercises and tests.
Reading 5hlls HandbooK, Fourth Edition, by Harvey Wiener and Charles
Bazermm (Houghton Mifflin; 500 pages; December 1987, 1988). Handbook se,:tion provides new material on vocabulary, main idea and summarizin~; an thology of 25 additional readings includes exercises keyed to
handbook. Instructor's annotated edition; test package; software.
Reading with Confidence, by Helen W. Gilbart (Scott, Foresman/Little,
Brown;336 pages; October 1987, 1988). Guide to critical thinking and
reading development encourages students to read for purpose, build
readingskills, evaluate, and practice new habits. Topical practice readings, 30readings across the curriculum. Instructor's manual, audiotapes.

D. Workbooks
College Writing Skills, Second Edition, by John Langan (McGraw-Hili; 448
pages; S18.95; December 1987,1988.) Emphasizes the essay and expository writing, stressing four principles: unity, support, coherence, sentence s~iIIs. Instructor's manual, ditto masters.
The DevJoping Writer: A Guide 10 Basic Skills, Third Edition, by Martin M.
McKosli and Lynne C. Hahn (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 400 pages;
Octohel1987, 1988). Offers examples, instruction, and practice with 21
reading, by student and professional writers, collaboration activities, and
revised :overage of sentence combining. Instructor's manual.
Editing "'our Writing: The Comp-Lab Exercises, Level 2, by Mary Epes and
Carolyr Kirkpatrick (Prentice Hall; 416 pages; $14.50; December 1987,
1988). [-ractice on editing skills at the sentence level; written at a higher
level th.n original Comp Lab Exercises.
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English Skills With Rea.dings, by John Langan (McGraw-Hill; 592 pages;
$16.95; October 1987; 1988). For developmental English and freshman
composition courses that focus on the paragraph, a rhetoric/handbook!
guide to writing skills. Includes 15 professional readings with questions.
Instructor's manual; ditto masters; software.
Evergreen: A Guide /0 Wri/ing, Third Edition, by Susan Fawcett and Alvin
Sandberg (Houghton Mifflin; 460 pages; November 1987; 1988). Spiralbound; step-by-step treatment of composing paragraphs and short
essa ys; grammar and punctuation review. Ins trudor's annota ted edition,
instructor's resource guide, test package, transparencies, software.
!

!!
,

Sentence by Sen/ence, by Madelyn Mihm (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich; 352
pages; $13.00; February 1988). A developmental sentence-writing text
tha t combines writing with reading, spelling, and grammar. Thematically
organized; contains review exercises after every topic. Paper, perforated,
3-hole punched. Instructor's manual.
Sentence Skills, Third Edition, Form C, by John Langan (McGraw-Hili; 514
pages; $18.95; November 1987, 1988). Worktext treating grammar,
mechanics, punctuation, and usage at the sentence level. Instructor's
manual; ditto masters; software.
Skills in Sequence, by Thomas Friedmann (St. Martin's; 400 pages; January
1988). Grammar text-workbook focuses on identification and correction
of errors through exercises not based on errors. Chapters designated as
"Recommended" or "Assign as Needed." Diagnostic tests, instructor's
manual.
The Wriler's Tulor: One Hundred Self-CorTee/ing Lessons, by J. N. Hook and
William Evans (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich; 450 pages; $14.00; August
1987; 1988). A self-contained, programmed treatment of 100 common
problems in grammar, mechanics, punctuation and usage. Includes diagnostic and achievement tests keyed to the lessons.

II

II ,I
I

Writing for Meaning, by Michael Shea (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich; 224
pages; $12.00; January 1988). Focuses on sentence and paragraph writing
and revising using a top-down format from essay, to paragraph, to
sentence, to mechanics. Paper, perforated. Instructor's manual.

I-

(

Writing wilh Confidence, Third Edition, by Alan Meyers (Scott, Foresmanl
Little, Brown; 410 pages; October 1987; 1988). Text intended for native
and non-native speakers offers instruction and practice in basic writing
skills at the sentence, paragraph, and essay levels. Instructor's manual.

,I'

II
I:
:",1

11

~,III

E. Special Texts
Academic Reading: A Conten/-Based Approach, by Louis W. Holschuh and
198B). An advanced

J. Patrick Kelley (St. Martin's; 352 pages; January
62

reading text that includes 18 un simplified readings from textbooks and
academic journals. Instructor's manual; instructor's edition.

Read, Wri/e, Revise: A Guide 10 Academic Writing, by Mary Jane Schenck
(St. Martin's; 28B pages; January 1988). A rhetoric for ESL students that
combines readings pertaining to American culture with instruction in
writing. Writing assignments treat the writing process from prewriting
through editing. Instructor's manual; instructor's edition.
5/udy and Thinking Skills in College, by Kathleen T. McWhorter (Scott,
Foresman/Little, Brown; 350 pages; November 1987; 1988). Focusing on
thinking skills implicit in college study, the text presents strategies
designed to improve comprehension of text and lecture materials.
Instructor's manual.
Thinking Critically, Second Edition, by John Chaffee (Houghton Mifflin,
450 pages; December 1987, 1988). Core text for critical thinking or
supplement for reading or writing courses; worktext format moves from
experiential to abstract applications using longer readings. Instructor's
handbook for reading and writing teachers.
Wri/ing Skills for Teehnical S/udents, Second Edition, by Delaware Technical
and Community College (Prentice Hall; 336 pages; $14.50; December
1987; 1988). Developmental writing text emphasizing grammar and
mechanics in the context of writing on the job.

II. Freshman Composition Texts
A. Handbooks
The McGraw-Hill College Handbook, Second Edition, by Richard Marius &
Harvey S. Wiener (McGraw-Hill; 768 pages; $15.95; November, 1987,
1988). Comprehensive handbook of grammar, usage, mechanics that
treats writing as a process. Ancillaries include Instructor's manual, annotated teacher's edition, tests, exercises, workbooks.
Prentice Hall Handbook for Writers, Tenth Edition, by Glenn Leggett et al.
(Prentice Hall; 608 pages; $12.00; December 1987; 1988). Addresses
grammar, punctuation, word choice, paragraph and essay construction,
research and reporting. Structured from grammar through essay.
Random House Handbook. Fifth Edition, by Frederick Crews (Random
House; 640 pages; $14.00; December 1987). A comprehensive guide to
drafting, revising, and editing college papers. Includes exercises, wordprocessor advice, three documentation styles. Instructor's manual, free
practice book, computerized exercises.
Rules for Writers: A Concise Handbook, Second Edition, by Diana Hacker
(Bedford Books of St. Martin's; 500 pages; January 1988). A reference
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handbook with hand-edited sentences, some answers to exercises in back
of student edition. Comprehensive ancillary package including software
and instructor's edition.

The Scott, Foresman HandbooK for Writers, by Maxine C. Hairston and John J.
Ruszkiewlcz (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 850 pages; November 1987,
1988). Hierarchy-of-errors approach asks students to distinguish major
errors from minor ones. Extensive support package includes answers,
teacher's guide, word processing software, workbook, videotapes, tests,
transparencies, model papers.
The Wriler's HandbOOK, Second Edition, by Elizabeth McMahan and Susan
Day. (McGraw-Hill; 416 pages; $12.95; December, 1987, 1988). Brief
handbook for freshman composition and developmental English.
Instructor's manual, additional exercises, diagnostic tests, ditto masters.
Writing Skills Handbook, Second Edition, by Charles Bazerman and Harvey
Wiener (Houghton Mifflin; 161 pages; November, 1987, 1988). Concise
coverage of common writing problems in nontechnical language with
simple coding system. Many charts and lists. Instructor's support package of exercises and diagnostic tests on duplicating masters.

B. Rhetorics
College Writing, by Toby Fulwiler (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 150
pages; 1988). Emphasizes the process and "writing to learn" approaches,
thinking, analysis, and problem solving; uses journal writing as a key
method to improve composition skills.
The Fundamentals of Good Writing, by Thomas E. Pearsall and Donald H.
Cunningham (Macmillan; 280 pages; December 1987, 1988). Illustrates
writing processes through strategies for analyzing and synthesizing
material from sources. Examples from across the disciplines chosen to
illustrate planning, writing, and revising; purpose, audience, and occasion emphasized.
HOlD Writing Works: uarning and Using the Processes, by Francis A. Hubbard
(St. Martin's; 272 pages; February 1988). A rhetoric structured around
nearly SO writing activities designed to help students gain insight into the
writing processes. Emphasizes acquiring flexible skills that can be applied
to different situations; includes activities for collaborative learning.
Instructor's manual.
Models in Process: A Rheloric and Reader, by William Kelly (Macmillan; 443
Pages; November 1987,1988). Rhetoric with readings uses student and
professional models to illustrate steps in the writing process. Divided
into rhetoric and reader sections; includes 18 professional essays.
64

Modern English Rhetoric and Handbook, Seven th Edition, by Robert Gorrell et
al. (Prentice Hall; 512 pages; $17.00; December 1987. 1988).
Comprehensive, traditional rhetoric and handbook with extensive coverage of style and language.
Rhetoric in the Classical Tradition, by Winifred Bryan Horner (St. Martin's;
512 pages; January 1988). Organized around the five classical canons of
invention, arrangement, style, memory, and presentation, the text
extends classical rhetoric to suit contemporary composition instruction.
Apparatus includes examples, exercises and glossary of rhetorical terms.
Instructor's manual.
Rhetoric Made Plain, by Anthony Winkler and Jo Ray McCuen (Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich; 500 pages; $15.00; October 1987, 1988). Rhetoric
offering examples, prescription, advice. Treats prewriting, the "internal
editor," revision, and argumentation. Includes MLA and APA research
and student examples. Instructor's manual.
51. Marfin's Guide to Writing, Second Edition, by Rise B. Axelrod and
Charles R. Cooper (St. Martin's; 720 pages; January 1988). Rhetoric!
reader/handbook that stresses the adaptation of invention and revision
strategies to suit different kinds of writing. Adds argumentative writing,
writing with a computer; reorganized handbook. Instructor's resource
manual. Also available in short second edition, without handbook.
Strategies for Successful Writing: A Rhetoric, Reader, and Handbook, by James
Reinking and Andrew Hart (Prentice Hall; 640 pages; $16.50; October
1987, 1988). Rhetoric section treats process, modes, paragraphs, sentences, diction, tone, style, essay exam, writing about literature, library
research paper, and business writing. Reader includes 29 essays.
The Siudent Writer: Editor and Critic, Second Edition, by Barbara Fine Clouse
(McGraw-Hili; 416 pages; $16.95; January 1988). Treats both process
and product, emphasizing the revision process. Instructor's manual.
Three Steps to Revising Your Writing: For Sfyle, Grammar, Punc/ualion, and Spelling,
by Barbara E. Walvoord (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 368 pages;
1988). Brief guide shows students how to use three steps to diagnose and
remedy writing problems. Instructor's manual.
Vision and Revision: The Process of Reading and Writing, by Sally Sullivan
(Macmillan; 480 Pages; September 1987, 1988). Rhetoric with readings
that emphasizes the interrelatedness of reading and writing. Illustrates
recursive nature of the two processes with student responses to the
readings and drafts of student papers. Instructor's manual.
Ways /0 Writing: Purpose, TaSK and Process, by linda C. Stanley, David
Shimkin and Allen Lanner (Macmillan; S12 pages; November 1987,
1988). A task-centered, process-oriented rhetoric with a brief handbook
6S
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of grammar and usage. Within each chapter treats purpose, invention,
audience, arrangement, revision and style in a specific writing task.
Instructor's manual; supplemental software for IBM.

The Writers Choias with Handbook, Second Edition, by Leonora Woodman
and Thomas P. Adler (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 608 pages;
November 1987, 1988). A comprehensive rhetoric focusing on revision
and the options in style and language available to suit the writer's purposes. Comes with The Teacher's Choices, Second Edition. Also available
in softbound version without the handbook.
A Writer's Rhetoric, by Suzanne Britt (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich; 405
pages; $14.00; February 1988). A traditional text offering exercises,
examples, student papers, research day-to-day agenda, and glossary.
Instructor's manual.
Writers RheJoric and Handbook, Third Edition, by Elizabeth McMahan and
Susan Day (McGraw-Hili; 576 pages; $20.95; November 1987, 1988).
Rhetoric with handbook intends to combine the traditional and the
contemporary. Instructor's manual, additional exercises, diagnostic tests,
ditto masters.
Writing: A Short Course, by Elizabeth Cowan Neeld (Scott, Foresman/Little,
Brown; 300 pages; December 1987,1988). Offers strategies for students
to assess their writing strengths and weaknesses, with exercises, writing
lessons, assignments, sample writing selections. Instructor's manual.

C. Readers
The Bedford Reader, Third Edition, by X. J. Kennedy and Dorothy M.
Kennedy (Bedford Books of St. Martin's; 640 pages; January 1988). 54
selections (half of them new) arranged in 10 rhetorical sections. Most
selections now accompanied by brief comments from the writers on
writing. Extensive editorial apparatus. Instructor's edition.
The Borzoi College Reader, Sixth Edition, by Charles Muscatine and Marlene
Griffith (Alfred A. Knopf; 848 pages; $13.00; February 1988). An interdisciplinary, thematically-organized reader emphasizing critical thinking, reading and writing. Half of the 132 selections are new. Instructor's
manual; free study guide.
The Conscious Reader, Fourth Edition, by Caroline Shrodes, Harry Finestone, Michael Shugrue (Macmillan Publishing; 1070 pages; October
1987, 1988). Includes essays, poetry, fiction, and now drama, thematically arranged. Instructor's manual.
Dulcer's Pafterns of &positiol1 11, by Randall E. Decker with Robert A.
Schwegler (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 512 pages; December 1987,
1988). A prose reader with apparatus. Instructor's manual.
The Educated Reader, by Gerald Levin (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich; 700
pages; $13.00; February 1988). A reader for freshman or advanced
courses. Thematically arranged collection of critical readings and writings in several genres across the curriculum. Cross-referencing, heavy
apparatus, questions and instructor's manual.

Wrifing and Learning, Second Edition, by Anne Ruggles Cere (Macmillan;
544 pages; December 1987, 1988). A process rhetoric that focuses on

developing writing skills across the curriculum with emphasis on conceptual understanding, development, and revision. Provides student and
professional models with exercises throughout.

Writing From The Inside Ouf, by Christopher Burnham (Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich; 360 pages; $14.00; March 1988). A rhetoric that stresses the
personal development journal and collaborative learning. Includes peer
critique; follows sequence from self to society. Instructor's manual.
Writing Well. Sixth Edition, by Donald Hall (Scott, Foresman/Little,
Brown; 496 pages; November 1987, 198B). Rhetoric that emphasizes
style through clear organization and content. Instructor's manual.

,

, I

Writing With A Purpose, Nin th Edition, by Joseph F. Trimmer and James M.
McCrimmon (Houghton Mifflin; Long Edition with handbook, 547
pages; Short Edition without handbook, 422 pages; December 1987,
1988). A rhetoric emphasizing the writer's purpose and the writing
process. With a wide variety of electronic and printed ancillaries.
66

From Reading, Writing, by Anthony Winkler andJo Ray McCuen (Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich; 640 pages; $11.00; December 1987,1988). Rhetorically
arranged freshman reader containing 41 essays, 9 stories, and 9 student
essays. Includes biographical and contextual headnotes, questions on
argument, process,and language, and suggestions for writing. Instructor's manual with quizzes.
The Literature of Fad: Reading for Writers by Ross Winterowd, et aI. (Prentice
Hall; 336 pages; $13.00; January 1988). An anthology of current nonfiction writing from a variety of fields and genres. Includes selections
from across the curriculum as well as examples of biography, autobiography, new journalism and the personal narrative.
The McGraw-HilI Reader, Third Edition, by William Vesterman (McGrawHill; 576 pages; $16.95; January 198B). Reader to be revised annually;
rhetorically organized anthology of contempora ry readings for freshman
composition. Instructor's manual.
Ourselves Among Others: Cross Culfural Readings for Writers, by Carol J. Verburg (Bedford Books of St. Martin's; 640 pages; February 198B). 6S
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selections from 37 countries (and every continent but Antarctica)
arrangE'd thematically in six chapters, each focusing on some universal
concern or experience. American dimensions introduce each chapter.
Editorial apparatus. Instructor's manual.

Paflerns: A Short Prose Reader, Second Edition, by Mary Lou Conlin
(Houghton MifHin; 400 pages; November 1987,1988).104 rhetorically
arranged short essays and paragraphs, including nine by students. Each
selection accompanied by highlighted vocabulary, hE'adnote; questions
on vocabulary, comprehension, and writer's strategy; writing assignments. Instructor's manual.
Paflerns in Action, Second Edition, by Robert A. Schwegler (Scott, Foresman/
Little, Brown; 500 pages; December 1987, 1988). 53 model essays (onethird new here) with brief introductions for each mode illustrating the
combination or expansion of rhetorical forms to respond to particular
writing situations or audiences.
The Responsible Reader, edited by Linda Ziff (St. Martin's; 488 pages;
December 19B7). A composition reader using a reader-response
approach. 56 selections by writers from Plato to the present. Instructor's
manual; instructor's edition.
Strategies: A Rhetoric and Reader, Third Edition, by Charlene Tibbetts and
A. M. Tibbetts (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 400 pages; September
1987, 198B). Brief rhetoric of thE' writing process with longer reader
illustrating basic rhetorical modes. Instructor's manual.
Subject and Strategy: A Rhetoric Reader, Fourth Edition, edited by Paul
Eschholz and Alfred Rosa (St. Martin's; 600 pages; January 1988). A
rhetorically arranged collection of S5 professional essays, 12 student
essays, and three short stories. New to this edition are 3S selections,
including a series of pro-and-con essays in the argumentation section.
Instructor's manual.
Theme and Variations: The Impact of Greal Ideas, by Laurence Behrens and
Leonard J. Rosen (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 700 pages; November
1987,1988). A reader combining a concern for the great ideas of Western
culture with writing instruction. Instructor's manual.
Thinlcing in Wriling, Third Edition, by Donald McQuade and Robert Atwan
(Alfred A. Knopf; 576 pages; $13.00; January 1988). A rhetorically organized reader, stressing writing as a thinking process. 84 essays, including
11 by Lewis Thomas to demonstrate a writer's use of differen t rhetorical
strategies. 4-color illustrations. Instructor's manual.
The Wriler's 1: Personal Viewpoin/s for Reading and Writing, by Sheena Gillespie
and Linda Stanley (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 368 pages; November
1987,1988). Thematic reader of 60 selections written in the first person,

from samples of autobiographical and personal writing to persuasive and
expository pieces. Instructor's manual.

A Writer's Reader, Fifth Edition, by Donald Hall and D. L. Emblen (Scott,
Foresman/little, Brown; 530 pages; November 1987, 1988). A reader
offering a varied collection of prose models, organized alphabetically.
Instructor's manual.
The Writer's Resource, Second Edition, by Elizabeth McMahan and Susan
Day (McGraw-Hili; 512 pages; $14.95; October 1987, 1988). Rhetorically
organized reader featuring pre-reading exercises and extensive apparatus. Includes essays, short stories, and poems. Instructor's manual.
The Writer's Stance: Reading and Writing in the Disciplines, by Dorothy U. Seyler
(Random House; 544 pages; $12.00; December 1987). A composition
reader integrating selections from academic writing, literature, and the
popular press with instruction in college-level reading and writing.
Sample student essay in each discipline. Instructor's manual.
Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum, Third Edition, by Laurence
Behrens and LeonardJ. Rosen (Scott, Foresman/Little, Brown; 640 pages;
December 1987, 1988). Text/anthology provides materials to practice
summary, synthesis, and critique. Instructor's manual.

D. Workbooks
Prentice Hall Workbook for Writers, Fifth Edition, by Melinda Kramer, et al
(Prentice Hall; 448 pages; $15.00; December 1987, 1988). Supplements
Prentice Hall Handbook for Writers, 10/e. All exercises deal with ethnic
culture in the United States.
Resources For Writing With A Purpose, by Brock Dethier (Houghton Mifflin;
320 pages; December 1987,1988).74 writing experiments linked to an
interdisciplinary thematic reader of 63 selections. Instructor's manual.

E. Special Texts
Elemenls of Argument: A Texf and Reader, Second Edition (Bedford Books of St.
Martin's; 530 pages; October 1987, 1988). Text contains seven chapters,
several based on Toulmin method; reader features .39 selections organized in six clusters of opposing viewpoints and 13 models of argument in
additional readings. Instructor's edition.
Finding Facts, Second Edition, by William Rivers and Susan Harrington
(Prentice Hall; 250 pages; $9.00; November 1987,1988). Includes aims of
research, evaluating facts, planning for research, writing, using libraries
and databases, ready references, specialized sources, observing, interviewing.
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G.ood Writin.g: A C.ui~e and Sourcebook for Writing Across the Curriculum, by Linda
SImon (St. Martm s; 384 pages; January 1988). A composition text incorporating 56 assignments contributed by instructors in humanities
sciences, social sciences. Treats purpose and audience, making infer~
ences, def~ning a th~sis, selecting and documenting sources, revising.
Instructor 5 manual; Instructor's edition.
The I-Search paper, Second Edition, by Ken Macrorie (Boynton/Cook; 368
pages; 1988). An expanded edition of Starching Writing.
A Practical Guide To Research Papm, by James Farrelly and Lorraine Murphy
(Har.court Brace Jovanovich; 458 pages; $6.00; January 1988). An introductIon to researc~ papers covering MLA and APA styles, plagiarism,
computer and on-hne da tabase research techniques. Large trim size with
tearsheets and many exercises.
The Research Paper by Thomas Gaston and Bret Smith (Prentice Hall; 304
pages; $8.75: .August 1987, 1988). Introductory text including library
research, wrItIng, documention (including MLA and APA styles), primary research for on the job report writing. Appendices on punctuation of
quoted material, citations, and standard references in many fields.
Strategies For Writi,,-g With the Computer, by Melissa Barth (McGraw-Hill; 256
pages; $13.95; October 1987, 1988). Softcover, spiral-bound book
emphasizes ~se of computer/word processor and many types of software
packages to Improve the content of student writing. Instructor's manual,
software disk.
'
W~it!ng For The TWtI1ty-Firs/ Century: Computers and Research Writing, by
WIlham Wresch, Donald J. Pattow, & James Gifford (McGraw-Hill; 320
pages; $15.95; January 1988). For English composition courses, text
focu,sf'S .on computer use in writing papers from research. Also has
applIcatIOns for more advanced writing courses. Instructor's manual.

Writing Papers in the Biological Scie,,-ces, by Victoria E. McMillan (Bedford
Boo.ks of St. Martin's; 150 pages; February 1988). Concise guidelines and
adVIce 0': ho.w to write the variety of papers required in undergraduate
courses 10 bIology, zoology, and botany. Illustrated by a wide range of
examples.
Writing ~erm Papers, by Alan Heineman and Hulon Willis (Harcourt Brace
JovanOVlch; 150 pages; $6.00; December 1987, 1988). A third edition
term p~per guide covering MLA and APA styles, research and critical
\Ipapers 10 step-by-step fashion. Includes an appendix on writing in the
Isclences.
70
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III. Advanced Writing Texts

A. Rhetorics
The Accomplished Writer: Observing, Judging. Reflecling, by Katherine Adams
and John Adams (Prentice Hall; 352 pages; $13.50; November 1987,
1988). Emphasizes the writing process in a variety of assignments-like
profile, interview, editorial, and autobiography. Contains journal assignments, a long section on three levels of revision, and a guide to
documentation.
B. Readers

Pat/erns Across The Disciplines: A CoJlege Reader, by Stuart Hirschberg (Macroiltan; 720 pages; January 1988). Interdisciplinary reader featuring 93

classic, modern and contemporary selections organized according to traditional rhetorical patterns and illustrating writing in many academic and
professional fields. Instructor's manual.

Prose Pieces: Essays and 5/ories by Sir/ten Modern Wrilm, by Pat C. Hoy nand
Robert DiYanni (Random House; 704 pages; $13.00; February 1988). A
reader focusing on style, tone, voice; includes multiple selections from
major 20th-century writers, some fiction. Introductions, discussion
questions, and writing suggestions.

C. Composition and Literature Texts
Forms of Litera/ure: A Writer's Collecfitln, by Jacqueline Costello and Amy
Tucker (Random House; 832 pages; $14.50; January 1988). An international literature anthology; supplements traditional genres with
screenplay, autobiography, essays, journals and notebooks. Illustrated.
Reading questions, writing suggestions and assignments, sample student
writing. Instructor's manual.
Lilerature for Composition: Essays, Fic/ion, Poetry, and Drama, 5econd Edition, by
Sylvan Barnet, Morton Berman, and William Burta (Scott, Foresman/
Little, Brown; 800 pages; November 1987,1988). An an thology of literature with writing instruction. Teacher's handbook.
Reading and Writing about Short Fictio,,-, by Edward Proffitt (Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich; 640 pages; $12.00; January 1988). Text-anthology that
invites students to understand fiction by writing about it. Emphasizes
very short stories for analysis or comparison in short papers. Includes 85
stories. Instructor's manual.
Responding to Literature: A Step-By-Step Guide fOT Student Writers, by John
Sheridan Biays, Jr. (McGraw-Hili; 480 pages; $12.95; January 1988.)
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from business situations. Illustrations, panels, style guide; computer
material. Videotapes and overhead transparencies available. Instructor's
manual.

The Sloyy: Readers and Writers of Fiction, by David Bergman (Macmillan; 512
pages; January 1988). Contains 47 works of short fiction in addition to
essays, interviews, and memoirs by the authors. Intends to illustrate the
connection between reading and writing by providing authors' insights
to the writing process. Instructor's manual.

Reporting Techl1;callnformation, Sixth Edition, by Kenneth W. Houp and
Thomas E. Pearsall (Macmillan; 512 pages; January 1988). Emphasizes
identification and application of key concepts of technical writing.
Instructor's manual; supplemental software for IBM.

Writing Themes Aboul Literalure, Sixth Edition, by Edgar Roberts (Prentice
Hall; 368 pages; $12.00; December 1987, 1988). A guide to understanding
various approaches to literary analysis and the processes involved in
reading for and writing about each approach.

D. Business and Technical Writing Texts

,1

Business Writing: Sirategies and Samples. by Jeanne W. Halpern, Judith M.
Kilborn and Agnes M. Lokke (Macmillan; 575 pages; September 1987,
1988). Attends to process and products in business writing. Offers over
130 student and professional samples and a mnemonic called P.R.I.O.S.
(Purpose, Reader, Information, Organization, Style). Instructor's
manual.

I!

Business Writing Essenlials. by Michael H. Markel (St. Martin's; 256 pages;
December 1987). Covers elements and types of business writing;
includes a brief handbook of style, punctuation, and mechanics. Instructor's manual; instructor's edition.

1

1

Combined workbook/handbook with step-by-step directions and exercises on writing about literature. Instructor's manual.

i

Communicalion for Technicians: Reading, Writing and Speaking on Ihe Job, by Ann
Tench and Isabelle Thompson (Prentice Hall; 448 pages; $15.00; January
1988). Topically organized text treating technical reading and writing
and offering practice with specific technical documents.
A Guide to Technical Writing, by Peter McGuire and Sara Putzell (Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich; 384 pages; $14.00; December 1987, 1988). Intends to
synthesize the traditional approach (document types) and the contemporary (process); also covers software documentation, audience needs,
grammar and mechanics. Instructor's manual.
Managing Business Communications: An Applied Process Approach, by Judith
Bogert and Rebecca Worley (Prentice Hall; 464 pages; $16.00; September
1987,1988). For upper level undergraduates, illustrates communication
and management theories through case studies and examples. Treats
business communications requiring exposition. persuasion, argument.
The Random House Guide fa BusineSE Writing, by Janis Forman with Kathleen
Kelly (Random House; 608 pages; $25.00; January 198B). A process
approach to business writing, with case studies and extended scenarios

Technical Writing, Fourth Edition, by John M. Lannon (Scott, Foresmanl
Little, Brown; 624 pages; November 1987; 1988). Offers assignments,
team projects, short cases, and exercises to simulate writing on the job.
Instructor's manual, two-color transparencies, interactive software.
Technical Wrifing Essentials, by Michael H. Markel (St. Martin's; 224 pages;
December 1987). Addresses elements and types of technical writing.
Appendixes include a handbook of style, punctuation, and mechanics;
word processing; documentation. Instructor's manual; instructor's
edition.
Technical WriJing: Situations and Strategies. Second Edition, by Michael H.
Markel (St. Martin's; 624 pages; November 1987). A rhetoric of technical
writing with writing and revising exercises. Adds computers, word processing, collaborative writing. AppendiX with handbook and guidelines
for documenting sources. Instructor's manual with supplementary technical reports.
Writing Thai Works: How 10 Write Effectively on the Jab, Third Edition, by Walter

E. Oliu, Charles T. Brusaw, and Gerald l Alred (St. Martin's; 640 pages;
January 1988). Treats major types of professional writing; includes a
handbook of grammar, punctuation, and mechanics. New sections on
word processing, computer graphics, and writing resumes by function.
Instructor's manual; instructor's edition.

E. Special Texts
Legal Wri/ing: The Stralegy of Persuasion. Second Edition, by Norman Brand
and John O. White (St. Martin's; 208 pages; January 1988). Applies
principles of the writing process to the kinds of writing required of
pre-law, law, or paralegal students: examinations, memoranda, and
briefs. Covers strategies of legal persuasion, mechanics and style, and
logic and argument. New sample problems, exercises and examples.
A Shorl Guide 10 Writing about the Social Sciences, by Lee Cuba (Scott.
ForesmanlLittle, Brown; 128 pages; December 1987, 1988). Brief guide
for sociology and anthroplogy students to presenting final research
results from collected empirical data. Stresses writing as an integral part
of the research process.
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Text Book: An Inlroduction 10 Ulerary Language. by Robert Scholes, Nancy R.
Comley, and Gregory L. Ulmer (St. Martin's; .320 pages; January 1988).
Based on current literary theory, offers assignments in the revision or
transformation of literary texts. Instructor's manual; instructor's edition.

IV. Professional Texts
Audits of Meaning, edited by Louise Z. Smith (Boynton/Cook; 256 pages;
1988). A Festschrift in honor of Ann E. Berthoff. Fifteen articles on what
it means to audit meaning(s).
Col/eclive Wisdom, by Sondra J. Stang and Robert Wiltenburg (Random
House; 384 pages; December 1987). An anthology of tested lessons and
assignments from over 100 teachers of composition and rhetoric across
North America.
Coming on Center: Essays in English Education, Second Edition, by James
Moffett (BoyntonICook; 224 pages; 1988). The author's collected pieces
from 1970 to the present. Seven new pieces have been added to the 1981
edition; three have been dropped.

and teachers of writing describing their composition processes and relating those processes to their theories of composition.

Writing as the Art of Wondering: Revisions in the History of Rhetoric, by William
Covino (Boynton/Cook; 144 pages; 1988). Revisionist commentary on
Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Montaigne, Vico, Byron, DeQuincey, and some
current rhetoric theorists, that plumps for the adaptation of philosophical rhetoric (as against technical) to teach practices and priorities.

Directory of Participating Publishers
Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press
29 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02116
617/266-0755

Boynton/Cook Publishers
70 Court Street
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801
603/431-7894

Freire for the Classroom: A Sourcebook for Libera/ory Teaching, edited by Ira Shor
(Boynton/Cook; 256 pages; $13.50; 1987). An anthology of eleven essays
by teachers using Freirean methods in their classrooms, with an afterword by Paulo Freire and an appendix on his program in Brazil.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
1250 Sixth Avenue
San Diego, California 92101

The P/ura/l-and After, by William E. Coles, Jr. (BoyntonlCook; 320 pages;
$15.00; 1988). A reissue of The Plural 1, with two essays added in which
the author explores further the implications of a composition teacher's
choice of classroom persona.

D. C. Heath and Company
125 Spring Street
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

The Practical Tufor, by Emily Meyer and Louise Z. Smith (Oxford; $14.95
paper, $29.95 cloth; 1988). Guide to tutoring basic writers designed for
tutors, teaching assistants, writing center personnel, and teachers of
courses in the teaching of writing.
A Rheloric jar Writing Teachers. Second Edition, by Erika Lindemann
(Oxfordi $14.95; 1988). Revised and updated introduction to theory and
practice in the teaching of writing.

619/231-66]6

617/862-6650

Houghton Mifflin Company
One Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
6171725-5000

Macmillan Publishing Company
866 Third Avenue

New Vork, New York 10022
212/702-2000

Sharing Wriling: Peer Response Groups in Engli5h Classes, by Karen Spear
(BoyntonlCook; 192 pages; $13.50; 1988). Detailed suggestions, with
examples, for designing courses and structuring classrooms that include
peer response as a regular activity.
W,.ifers an Writing. Volume II, by Tom Waldrep (Random House; 218
pages; $17.00; August 1987). Collected personal essays by rhetoricians
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McGraw-Hili Book Company
College Division
Educational Publishing and Training Group
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
212/512-6611
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Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
212/679-7300

Prentice Hall
Simon & Schuster Higher Education Group
Prentice Hall Building
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632
201/S92-2000

Random House, Inc.
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
201 East 50th Street
New York, New York 10022
2121751-2600

St. Martin's Press, Incorporated
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10010
212/674-5151
Scott, Foresman/little, Brown College Division
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025
3121729-3000
34 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
617/227-0730
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Announcements
Call for Proposals
The Council of Writing Program Administrators is planning sessions for the
following three conferences:
1. The Third Miami University Conterenceon the "Teaching of Writing: The
Writing Teacher as Researcher." October 21-23, 198B. Oxford, Ohio.
2. The Annual Meeting of the Modern Language Association. December,
1988. New Orleans, Louisiana.

Session Title: "WPA and Research: What We Should Know, What We
Should Do, and What We Should Support."
Proposal Deadline: March 25,1988.
3. The Annual Meeting of the Conterence on College Composition and
Communication (CCCC). March 15-18,1989. Seattle, Washington.
Session Title: "WPA and Research: What We Should Know, What We
Should Do, and What We Should Support."
Proposal Deadline: May 13, 1989.
Please send a proposal or a two-page abstract (please indicate which conference(s)
you are interested in) by the deadlines noted above to:
Lynn Bloom
302 Mill Neck Road

Williamsburg, VA 23185
(804) 367-1667 (0); (B04) 229-2B16 (H)

Fifth Annual Conference on Peer Tutoring seeks program proposals on "Tutoring Writers throughout the Disciplines." The Conference welcomes the following kinds of proposals:
Workshops: A small group of presenters who will share their research
and lor experiences and involve the conference participants in activities and
discussions. (75 minutes).
Round Table Discussions: A small group of speakers (from different
schools or different programs within the same school) who will share their
experiences and then open the discussion. (75 minutes).
Paper presentations: One speaker-faculty member or peer tutor-who
will present the findings of his or her research or experience. (20 minutes).
The program chair encourages papers from undergraduate tutors and prefers
sessions that will actively involve the conference participants. Topics on all
aspects of tutoring win be considered, but proposals related to the conference
theme, tutoring to help writers understand and fulfill the expectations of their
writing in various disciplinary contexts will be of particular interest.
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Send proposals of 250 words no later than June 18, 1988, to the Conference
Chair:
Evan Rivers
English Dedpartment
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
(581) 584-5000 ext. 2788

TElE-NADE
TElE-NADE is the National Association of Developmental Education's telephone placement network. Since January 1, 1987, NADE members have been
able to dial a TElE-NADE number and listen to a tape of current job openings for
developmental education professionals in higher education. The tapes are
updated on the first and fifteenth of each month that TElE-NADE operates:
January through August. The only expense to NADE job seekers is the cost of a
phone call. Since the service operates twenty-four hours a day, callers are able to
phone when rates are cheapest, jf they choose. Tapes are up to thirty minutes in
length, often shorter, and callers remain anonymous.
In the first nine months of TElE-NADE's operations, 349 positions for professionals in developmental education were circulated over the four lines.
Line
line
line
Line

one: job openings in reading, writing, and study skills
two: job openings in mathematics and science
three: job openings in counseling
four: job openings in administration

The Writing Instructor
c/o The Freshman Writing Program
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0062
Announcement
The Council of Writing Program Administrators hopes to award a few small
grants (under $300) for research related specifically to the concerns of writing
program administration. Proposals should not exceed three single-spaced pages
.and should describe the problem to be addressed, the methods and procedures for
conducting the research, a time-line for the project, and a budget. Those wishing
to conduct surveys may include in their proposal the free use of the WPA mailing
list. WPA's awarded grants will be asked to have their worK considered for
publication first by the Council's journaL WPA; Writing Program Admini,/rll/ion.
Two copies of the proposal should be addressed to the President of WPA* and
should be postmarked no later than November 15th. Awards wil be made annually as funds allow.
*clo Donald Daiker, Secretary/Treasurer
Department of English
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio 45056

TElE-NADE is only one of the serivces offered to NADE members. Other
benefits include: professiondl development, a national professional network, a
national conference, a journal, a newsletter, regional or state chapters, research
and resource publications, and liaisons with other organiz.ations.
To join the National Assoria tion of Developmen tal Education, request an application form from:
NADE
P.O. Box 602.27
Chicago, Il 60660
Telephone: 312/262.-NADE

The Writing Instructor
The Writing Instructor is an innovative quarterly publication for composition
profeSSionals at both the secondary and university levels. Committed to the field
of writing and composition instruction, TWI publishes articles grounded in
rhetorical and educational theory. Its editorial board is made up of professional
writing instructors, many of whom are involved in graduate studies in composition and linguistics. For information about manuscript submission and subscriptions, please write to:
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Contributors

Alphabetical Index
WPA. Volumes 1-11 (1977-1988)
1

Milton Glick is Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and Professor of
Chemistry at the University of Missouri, Columbia. Dean Glick has published
nearly one hundred articles on X-roy crys tallogra phy, s tructural inorganic chemistry, ond computing. At both Wayne State University and the University of
Missouri Dean Glick has provided leadership in upgrading computing capabilities. The most recent example of his success is a project between Apple Computer, Inc., and the University of Missouri which will place "scholar-workstations" on the desks of all 400 faculty in the College.
Maxine Hairston is Professor of English at the University of Texas, Austin.
Professor Hairston is author of Conlemporary RJuloric, 5ucwsful Wriling, and coauthor of the 5coll Foresman Handbook. Her articles on rhetorical theory appear in a
wide range of journals and collections of essays. In 1985 she was Program Chair
of the Conference on College Composition and Communication.
Wanda Marlin is Assistant Professor of English at the University of New Mexico,
where she teaches freshman and advanced writing courses and serves as Assistant Director of Freshman English. At the University of Louisville, in addition to
directing the Basic Writing Program from 1985-87, she worked on staff development projects and the beginnings of a writing across the curriculum program.
She is presently at work on two projects which explore the confluence of politics
and pedagogy-a study of factors in the evaluation of placement essays and an
essay examining the effects of the tenure/nontenure distinction on the teaching
of writing.
Sally Barr Reagan is Assistant Professor of English and Director of Composition
at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, where she teaches writing theory and
pedagogy. She is editor of Teaching Creal iDe Writing, forthcoming from the NCTE,
and has published essays in College English and the Journal of Ttaching Writing. Next
year, she will become the new editor of the WPA News/eller.
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Alice Roy is Assistant Professor of English and Linguistics and Composition
Coordinator at California State University, Los Angeles. She is co-chair of the
national ESL Committee for the Conference on College Composition and Communication and serves on the editorial boards of the Journal of Basic Writing and
College Composition and Commr.m;calion. Her articles appear in Text, 5emiolicQ, The
Wriling Instrlle/or, TE50L News/riter, TESOL-5E5D News/eller, and College Composition
lind Communicalion.
Barbara Wea"er is Assistant Professor of English and Director of the University
College Learning Center at Ball State University. She is managing editor of WPA
and has just completed a term as president of the Indiana Teachers of Writing.
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Contest rules for...

"

<. <
<
•

THE BEDFORD PRIZES
IN STUDENT WRITING
Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press is ple<.\sed to sponsor The Bedford Prizes
in Student Writing. an annual contest Msipned to reco9nize outstandin~J
essays written for freshman composition courses in the lTnited States
and C.\Ilada.

PRIZES
I. Each winner will receive a cash awanl of S 17S.00, to be sent by maHto

the winner's home address.
2, Each instructor who sponsors a winnin9 entry Will receil!e a cash L\wanl
of 575.00, to be sent by maHlo the instructor's collef)(' address,
3. Formal certificates will be sent (0 the winnin~J essayists. their instructors.

and their departments.

CONTEST RULES
Eligibility and Delldline

5, There is no limit on the numbc-l" of entries instructors may submir, Instructors arc urged, howeVl'r. to be selective in rheir submissions. sponsoring
only those essays thaI in Iht'ir jud~lmenr are of distincti\'l'ly hi9h quality,
All entries will be ju(tged for ori~linahty, clarity, or~)i\niZal ion, coherence.
control of lan~Jua~je and 9rammar. and, where applicable. reasoning an(t
use of evidence,

Required Format and Accompanying Materials
t::ach entry must he ryped. dOUble-spaced. on one side of HI /' X I I"
paper. The student's name should appear only on the first page of the
entry in the upper ri9ht-hand corner. and the pafJl's of the essay should
be numbered, The enrry should nor bear the correction marks or comments of the instructor or other readers. The wrirer's preliminary notes
and dri\fts should be srapled separately from the enrry itself and labeled
with the entrant's name.
7. Each entry must be accompanied by an official entry blank or a cover
sheet containin~J the followin9 information:
Srudent's inform<llion' name. campus address. campus telephone number,
home address. home relephone numt1er.
The student must also include a signed starement affirming that the essay
is an original creation and thai he or she has read, understood. and
a~reed to the rules and conditions of the contest.
lnsrrocror's in!ormntion.- name. department. college or universll)'. address. office telephone number, home address. home telephone number.
[he specific assignment for the student's entry, instructor's signature,

6

I. The contesr is open to any student enrolled in i't freshman composition course at an accredited colle~]e or university in rhe L"nited States

Conditions

and Canada.
2. Entries should be nonfiction prose essays-exposition and argument
as well as narration and description-of at least 500 words, Research
papers are also eligible, Fiction and poetry are not eligible, All entries
must be written for and submitted for credit in a freshman composition course.
3, Although only final drafts will be judnecl. each entry must be accompanied by the writer's preliminary nores and drafts, Instructors may
make such correcrions and suggesrions on prior drafts as they nor·
mally append to student papers. and the submitted version may be
revised especially for entry in this contesr along lines suggested by
the instructor or by fellow students.
4. The contest runs on the academic year with deadlines for each semester,
One set of winners will be chosen for both semesters and announced in
the late fall, Entries for the fall semes{er must be postmarked no Illter
than January 3J , and enrries for the spring semester must be postmarked
no later than May 31. However. instrucrors are encuuUI!Jed to submit
entries (It any time before these dares. Entries should be submitted by
mail to: The Bedford Prizes in Srudenr Writin~, Bedford Books of
St. Martin's Press. P.O. Box 8(-)9. Boscon, MA 02117

10. Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press will publish a selection of the winning essays together in an anthology,
I I. The decisions of the jud~JCs are final.
12. This contest is void where prohibited or resrrictecl by law.

B. Entries must be ori~Jinal and may not infrin~Je upon the righrs of any
third parry.
9. All rights to an entry, including rhe copyrighr and other rights of reproduction and publication. are vested. upon its submission. in Bedford
Books of St. )larlin's Press, .\n enrry is cleemed submitted only upon irs
receipt by Bedford Books. which assumes no responsiblUcy for rhe receipt
or recurn of any entry. Student.c; or in.c;tructors who want copies of the
entries should ml/ke them })efore submission.

A complete list of Winners. their colle~e or university affiliations. and rheir
s~onsoring instructors wiII also be announced every year in Colle~JC' CompositIOn (lnd Communica(ion and C()Jle~]e En~JJish,
The Bedford Prizes in Srudent Writin~J
Bedford Books of St, Y1anin's Press
P.o. Box H69
Boston. MA 021 17
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Membership in the Council of
Writing Program Administrators
'I,

Membership in the Council of Writing Program Administrators includes a subscription to WPA. The membership fee is $15 a year in the United States and
$16.50 a year in other countries,· Institutional membership fee is $25.
To apply for membership, please fill out this form and return it with a check or
money order payable to the Council of Writing Program Administrators. Send
the form and fee to Donald A. Daiker, Secretary/Treasurer, WPA, Department of
English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.
',1'

Date

_

"

"

Name

_

Title

_

Institution

_

Address

_

" '

I :

Amount enclosed _ _ _ _ $15

_ _ _ _ $16.50

_ _ _ _......$25

"Members who join during the period September Ilhrough January 15 will receive the fall,
winter, and spring issues of the current year's volume. Members who join from Jan.uary 15
through September 1 will receive the last issue of the current year (spring) and the first two
issues of the next volume (fall and winter).

Change or revision of name and address. If the name or address printed on your
WPA mailing label is incorrect or has changed, please print the complete, (orrect
information below and send it to Christine Hult, Editor, WPA. Department of
English, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-3200.
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